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PREFACE

The Mathematics-Methods Program (MMP) has been developed by the

Indiana University Mathematics Education Development Center (MEDC)

during the years 1971-75. The development of the MMP was funded by

the UPSTEP program of the National Science Foundation, with the goal

of producing an innovative program the mathematics training of

prospective elementary school teat rs (PSTs).

The primary features of the MMP are:

11111

.,

It combines, the mathematics training and the methods trainirig of

PSTs.

It promotes a hands-on, laboratory approach to teaching in which

PSTs learn mathematics and methods by doing rather than by lis-

tening,,taking notes or memorizing.

It involves the PST in using techniques and materials that are

appropriate for use with children.

It focuses on the real-world mathematical concerns of children

and the real-world mathematical and pedagogical concerns of

PSTs.

The MMP, as deveTbped at the MEDC, involves a univ.ersity class-
,

room component and a related public-"§fhool teaching component. The

university Classroom component combines the mathematics content

courses and methods courses normally taken by PSTs, while the public

school teaching component provides the PST with a chance to gain ex-

perience with children and insight into their mathematical thinking.



A model has been developed for the implementation of the public

school teaching component of the MMP. Materials have been developed

for the university classroom portion of the MMP. Theie include 12

instructional units with the following titles:

Numeration

Addition and Subtraction

Multiplication and Division

Rational Numbers with Integers and Reals .

Awareness Geometry

Transformational Geometry

Analysis of Shapes

Measurement

Number Theory

Probability and Statistics

Graphs: the Picturing of Information

Experiences in Problem Solving

These units are written in an activity format that involves the PST

in doing mathematics with an eye toward the application of that math-

ematics in the elementary school. The units are almost entirely in-

dependent of one another, and any selection of theM can be done, in

any order. It is worth noting that the first four unitk listed per-
,

tain to the basic number work in the elementary school; the second

four to the geometry of the elementary school; and the final four to

mathematical topics for the elementary teacher.

For purposes of formative evaluation and dissemination, the MMP

has been field-tested at over 40 colleges and universitiet. The

field implementation formats have varied widely. They include the

following:

Use in mathematics department as the mathematics content pro-
*
gram, or as a portion of that program;

Use in the education school as the methods program, or as a por-

tion of that program,

Combined mathematics content and methods program taught in

vi
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either the mathematics department, or the education school, or

jointly;

Any of the above, with or without the public school teaching ex-

perience.

Common to most of the field implementations was a small-group

format for the university classroom experience and an emphasis on the

use of concrete materials. The various centers that have implemented

all or part of the MMP have made a number of suggestions for change,

many of which are'reflected in the final form of the program. It is

fair to say that there has been a general feeling of satisfaction

with, and enthusiasm for, MMP from those who have been involved in

field-testing.

A list of the field-test centers of the MMP is as follows:

ALVIN JUNIOR COLLEGE
Alvin, Texas

BLUE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
AskPendleton, Oregon

IIIPPBOBE STATE UNIVERSITY
Boise, Idaho

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
Bridgewater, Virginia

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
CHICO

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIyERSITY,
NORTHRIDGE

CLARKE COLLEGE
Dubuque, Iowa

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Boulder, Colorado

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT
DENVER

CONCORDIA TEACHERS COLLEGE

River Forest, Illinois

S.

GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY
Grnmbling, Louisiana

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
Normal, Illinois

INDIANA STATE ONIVERSITY
EVANSVILLE

INDIANA $TATE UNIVERSITY
Terre Haute, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Bloomington, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY NORTHWEST
Gary, Indiana

MACALESTER COLLEGE
St. Paul, Minnesota

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT FARMINGTON

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND-
GORHAM

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
East Lansing, Michigan

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA
Cedar Falls, Iowa

NOdHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Maruette, Michigan

NORTHWEST MISSOURI STATE
UNIVERSITY

Jo1aryville, Missouri

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Evan'ston, Illincis

OAKLAND CITY COLLEGE .7

Oakland City, Indiana

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
Eugene, Oregon

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Providence, Rhode Island,

SAINT XAVIER COLLEGE
Chicago, Illinois

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Diego, California

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Francisco, California

SHELBY STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Mempflis, Tennesee

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syracuse, New york

TEXAS 5OUTHERN-UNIVERSITY
Houston, Texas

WALTERS STATE COMMUNITY,COLLEGE
.Morristown, Tennessee

WARTBURG COLLEGE
Waverly, Iowa

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Kalamazoo, Michigan

WHITTIER COLLEGE
Whittler, California

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN--RIVER
FALLS

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN/STEVENS
POINT

THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
Laramie, Wyoming
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION UNIT ,

Every day of their lives people are confronted with problems whose

solutions require the opprations of addition and subtraction. Typi-

cally such problems occur in shopping, I4anking, driving, sports

plannint vacations and sountless other ever day pursuits. Even pra-
t.%

'school childi'en May have informal4xperienc in addition and sub-

traction wHen'plying withlmoney, toys, and *es in their.homes.

As.a:result,addition ahd vittraction find an important place in

theelementary school mathematicssurriculum. Children are usually

ihtreduced to addition an4 subtr'action early in the primary grades,

and continue to expaqd their knowledge of these operations in later

ydars. Since fhe child's world is so rich in examples embodying ad-
.

dition and subtraction, an abundance of real-world situations exists

for introducing these operationslitchildren. The 4evelopment of

addition and subtraction from the real world will'be a major.focusi

throughout this unit.

The Adaition and Subtraction unit is divided itito'four major

parts:

I: Developing Initial-Concepts in Addition and Sabtradion

II. Basic Mathematical Content in Addition and Subtraction

III. Developing the Basic Addition and Subtraction Facts

IV. Developing Algorithms and Problem Solving in Addition and Sub-

traction



In the introduction to each section, an attempt has been made to

give perspective to the activities included, and major questions hav

been posed to help you fbcus on important issues. Teacher Teasers

(mathematical puzzles) are interspersed throughout the unit for your

interest and enjoyment.

There are times when teachers need to call upon their resources

to motivate, reinforce, or provide enrichment opportunities for chil-

dren. Games, wisely selected and used, can be quite useful for such

purpoes. You are encouraged to keep a game file and add to it from

your unit experiences and personal study.

The different branches of arithmetic--

Ambition, Distraction, Uglification,

and Derision.

Lewis 6arroll, Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland

2
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Section 1

DEVELOPINd INITIAL CONCEPTS
IN ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

Since 'addition and subtraction are the first operations introduced in

the elementary school, it is extremely important tliat a teacher have

a clear understanding of these concepts and h,ow they might be pre-

sented to children. Not qnly is skill in addition and subtraction

%,/ery functional in everyday life, but children's attitudes toward

!Iriathematics may be shaped at this early stage in their school exper-

0 ienCe. The clarit3 of the presentation of addition and subtraction

--ideas (and, relatedly, the strength of the child's grasp of them)

may have a direct bearing on the formation of the child's attitude

toward mathematics.

This section begins with an overview of addition and subtraction

in the,elementary school. Activities 2 and 3 present a description

of some of the readiness work done by children in preparation for

addition and subtraction. A thorough understanding of these prereq-

uTsite_ is essential since many children will have to be retaught

these -,earnings. Activities 4 and 5 develop the three models used in

early addition and subtraction: the set model, the number line

model, and the function machine model. Activity 6 presents you with

an opportunity to analyze some child errors in early subtraction.

Activity 7 discusses the relationship between addition and subtrac-

tion and raises several questions about some potentially difficult

lessons for children.

3
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The point of view presented throughout this section is that

II,mathematics should be developed from a real-world perspective. That

ts, mathematical-learnIng-fdrthe-young child should flow from real-

world experiences to symbols. The diagram below will appear repeat-

edly in this section.

Real-world Problem

Concrete -
Model

Pictorial

Mathematical Symbols .

Major Questions

1. Describe a model which you could useto develop basic addition

and subtraction. Include

a) how the model can'be related to a real-world problem

b) how it can be used to process a solution

c) how the solution reflects back to the original problem.

2. Explain the role of counting in helping children develop the

concepts of:

a) number

b) addition

c) subtraction.

3. What are some of the difficulties children experience with sub-

traction? Why do these occur? Suggest any emphasis in your

teaching of subtraction which might help to avoid these diffi-.

culties.

4
15



ACTIVITY

.OVERVIEW "Of ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

FOCUS:

While addition and subtraction seem easy to us, children do not usu-

ally come to school knowing these operations. This activity offers

an opportunity for you to,become acquainted with the general scope

and sequence of the learning of addition and subtraction as it occurs

in the elementary school. This overview should provide perspective

on the content and motivation for your study of the Addition and

Subtractian unit.

MATERIALS:

(Optional) The Mathematics-Methods.Program slide-tape presentation,

"Addition and Subtraction in the Elementary School."

VIRECTIONS:

I. Read the essay "Overview of Addition and Subtraction in the Ele-

mentary School" (or view the slide-tape presentation). Try to

capture the general scope and sequence of the development of the

two operations presented here.

2. By what means is the real world related to mathematics in addi-

tion and subtraction?

3. There are three basic approaches to addition and subtraction.

These are represented by sets, measure (number line), and func-

tion (function machine). Discuss each and make up some examples

of problems (or activities) to illustrate each approach.

5
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OVERVIEW OF

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

For-any-personesperially for a-childit is important to re-

late new concepts to concepts that are real, familiar, and concrete.

So, when the concept of number is first introduced to children, it is

done in the context of sets of concrete objects.

Children first learn to recognize one-to-one correspondences between

sets=of objects. Once they grasp the concept of equal numerosity of

sets, they can then start to attach number names to sets in a mean-

ingful way.

I HAVE
THREE
130AT51

Similarly, in introducing the concepts of addition and subtrac-
.

tion to children, the teacher starts with a real problem and models

the problem with concrete objects or with pictures of concrete ob-

jects. The child then manipulates the concrete objects to represent

the solution of the real problem. When symbols are introduced to

children, they are introduced as translations of the model of the

real problem and its solution.



Real-world Problem

Mathematical Symbols

For example, if the objective is to introduce the basic concept of

addition, a real-world problem is presented which suggests joining

sets.

2 birds eating

4 more arrive.

How many now?

'This situation can be modeled by using a .

set of two marbles and a set of four mar-

blps and by combining or joining those

sets. The child subsequently learns to

attach the symbols 2 + 4 to the situation.

Subtraction suggests separating part of a set. For example,

5 birds eating

2 fly away.

How many are left?

7
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In every case, the child works wi-ni a concrete or physical model

(sometimes pictorially represented). The model in turn gives meanin

to the mathematical symbols used to represent it.

Now let's consider the instructional sequence for addition in a

little more detail. Addition is introduced very early to children--

at least by first grade. At this level, it is probably advisable to

start with an oral presentation of a problem using actual objects.

CAROL, Ye:Ai 14AvE
FouR_ ca_pHows.
GivINc7 '4C)l) 1)04C) MOREL .

I-tow MANY 00 You
4AVE ,NoVs/ ?

Carol can solve this problem by actually counting the crayons.

A first level of abstraction can soon be introduced by having the

child model problems using counters in place of the actual objects.

The problem can also be modeled by having the child draw a picture.

8 19



In bridging the gap from these real situations involving joining

to symbolic addition sentences, a diagram is sometimes helpful.

Finally, the child writes a number sentence in response to the ques-

tion: "What is 4 + 2 the same as?"

)
4+2. = (0

,

II,'Addition situations can also be modeled using a measurement

approach. For example, John may be faced with the problem:

A natural model for this problem is the number line.

i II
st 0 I 2 3 4 5

3+ 2. r- 5

2 0



To further strengthen the child's grasp of the addition concept

the above steps can be reversed. The child can be given the concrete

situation and asked to tell a story for which it is a model.

TELL ME A
STORY Ai 3oLIT THIS!

Or the child can be given a number sentence and asked to represent it

physically or pictorially and tell a story about it.

Acr oUT foura.
?WS TWO ON T14 IS

NUM5ER
a

It is only when the teacher is confident that addition sentences have

real meaning for a child, that work on the basic.facts is begun. To

fadilitate the learning of basic facts, Tilildren are encouraged to

observe patterns among numbers. For example, observing the commuta-

tive Taw, i.e., that a + b = b + a, reduces by half the number_af

10
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facts that need to be memorized. Other patterns are also used. For

example, to find 6 + 7 a child may use doubles.

111/1

'I KNOW THAT Dot/13AX
Co IS vt SO THAI

DOUBLE Co AND
ONE MORE IS 13.

It is important that the child memorize certain basic addition facts.

But every effort is made to give meaning to those facts and to mini-

mize their number.

Subtraction is presented to children using a sequence of exper-

iences parallel to those for teaching addition. The diagram below

shows the three steps.

Real Problem:

4 PUCKS
I LEAVES
140w MANY LEFT?

Concrete or Pictorial Model:

Symbolic Representation:

4-1=3

You may have noted in the pictorial model one of the difficulties

which makes the subtraction concept more difficult 'to grasp--once the

one duck leaves_thp_four_r-the-or-i-g-i-nel set of fouhs no lorTger in-

tact. There is a tendency for the child to fbcus on Drily the number

11110 ,

11
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remaining instead of on all three numbers.involved. As with transi-

tional sequences for addition, diagrams can be helpful An eStablish-

ing the relationship between the separating situation and the sub-

traction sentence.

4 1

4 -I

Having established the concept of subtraction, the teacher

naturally turns to the basic facts. Since addition and subtraction

are inverses of each other, it makes sense to establish this inverse

relationship so that children can infer the basic facts o subtrac:-

tion from those of addition. Children can come to tee.the relation-

ship between addition and subtraction by viewing the same concrete

model from the joining and the separating points of view.

LI

JOINING Se PARATI NG

-I-4-3=4-

12



Addition requires children to find the sum of two addends.

111/0
6 + 2 =

N
addend addend sum

8

Subtraction, on thd other hand, requires them to find the missing

addend.

/8 - f =

suM Iddend alnd

In the first case, they ask What the sum of 6 and 2 is; in the second

cp,e, they ask what nuMber added to 2 makes 8.

6

-*
The ultimate objective of instruction in addition and subtrac-

tion is that in any situation the child will be able to select the

operation which is called for and will be able-to carry out that

operation with understanding and ease. In some situations it is not

enough for the child to understand the concepts and to know the bisic

, facts. The child must also know how to solve multiple-digit addition

and subtraction problems such as

III/0 189 5078

+ 138, - 3996

To solve these problems, systematic procedures called algorithms art',

needed. The development)of thete algorithms is like that of the

initial cohdepts: a real-world problem is posed; the problem is

modeled; and mathematical symbols are used to describe the model and

_the solutio6.- At each step in, the development understanding is

stressed, but the ultimate gotl is skill in performing the algorithms

automatically..

To give meaning_to the problem _.32-theproblem-canNbe modeL

sttcks.

3 tens .2 Ones

+ 2 tens 4 ones

Info

1141

+24

In!

5 tens 6 ones
11111

WO
Inv

13

24

WO

VO
In0
11111



The child physically joins the bundling sticks to get 56. Then the

physical act is recorded using tens and ones. One can see here the

heavy reliance that is placed on the basic numeratibn .concepts of

grouping and place value..

.Condrete materials are.part4cularly helpful in giving meaning to

the coricept of "carrying." For example, the problem

37

+24

can be represented using Dienes blocks.

trairo±0

+ 24 EEO:EMI= 12313111213 CI CI CI 1:1

MOM MIN CI 0 CI CI CI CI CI

The blocks are joined, and ten units are traded for one long (10's

.

block). ,

31
+ 2.4

111111111111M

Il IN 1111111111111

111111111111111111

1110110

Finally, the sum is recorded.

IIIIIIIIIIIIN

+3741 88

Borrowing or reyaming in subtraction also gains mwing when the

problem is modeled concretely. For example, consider this sequence

of 'steps.

'3 4 co:Etta:cm 0 0 0lIl MEMO

-18 ainzarmoopoopoo

14
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24 II-
P 1:0=0:LED

-",-

1111 0000000000 0000
OQOIJ000O

34-
1(0 roznicam poopoo

As the child becomes comfortable with the'algorithms, depen-den-Ce on

physical aids is reduced and eventually coMputations involving larger

numbers are carried out with no aids at all.

coie
-1-319_9

9074

Since it is very easy with large numbers to make a "small" error

111/1

which makes a big difference, it is important for children to learn

to estimate their answers by rounding off. For example, the sabtrac-

-Ilan and-addition problems above can be estiMated by computing:
q

300 5000
-200 +4000

00 9000

Just as with earlier addition and subtraction work it is important

for children to relate their computations to real-world situations.

This is accomplished by posing many computational problems in real-.

world settings and also by asking the child to provide a real-world

setting.for a computational problem.

In this oki'erview you have seen how addition and subtraction are

developed in elementary school mathematics. The first notions of

these operations arise in'the real world and evolve through concrete

and pictorial inodels to the symbolic form. Mastery of the basic

111/1

15
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coMbinations evolves from these initial ideas and from the recogni-

tion of numberlproperties and patterns in addition and subtraction.

Finally the child learns the algorithms which depend both on opera-

tipn (addittbn and subtraction) concepts and place value concepts.

This unit will ekplore each of these topics in more depth.

-ReAL.-w6tzt-Pt PRoakt.rn
----

CoNcRETE AND foiCTORAAL NRODtt...S
4,

4-PRoPERTIES

GoM51t4ATIoNS 4-PATTERNS

(PLace.
4,

AV9iTION AND Sue,TIZAcno0 AL-GotZat-WAS

P

, I.



ACTIVITY 2

IIII1READINESS FOR ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to identify some of the

learnings a child should have acquiret before formal introductory

work in addition and subtraction begins.

MATERIALS:

Several first-grade textbooks (one or two per group of four stu-

dents).

DISCUSSION:

Children begin their number work with varying amounts of previous ex-

perience. For that reason first-grade text materials usually begin
,

111/1

with several lessons that focus on classifying objects (by color,

size, etc.), on ordering objects (smallest to largest, etc.), on

matching sets in a one-to-one fashion, and so forth. All of these

activities are done in preparation for the basic work of addition

and subtraction of whole numbers. This activity will help you iden7

tify .some of the learnings that children should have before the de-

velopment of additi,on, and subtraction is liegun. This will be done by
r

.. presenting a series of anecdotes followed by questions. At the end

of the ^activity you will, be asked to generate a list of prerequisite

learnings for beginning work in addition and subtraction and compare

it to the list you generated at the beginning of thd activity.

DIRECTIONS:

I. Working in groups of four, list all of the prerequisites you

can think of that a child should have before beginning work in

additibn and subtraction. Be as specific as you can; P rovide.

examples for each learning you identify. Do not proceed to 2)

until you, feel you have completed your list.
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2. Some anecdotes follow which illustrate the lack of acquisition

of some learning on the part of a childRead and discuss each

anecdote with your group. Then answer the questions which fol-

low.

Anecdote A

Teacher: Judy, here are some checkers.

Do you want to touch them?

, Judy: Yes. I have sothe just like

them.

Teacher: Judy, I am going to push the

checkers apart like this.

Are there as many checkers

now as there were before?

taDO

Judy: No.

Teacher: Are there more cheekers or are there fewer checkers?

Judy: There are more.

Teacher: Why do you think there are more?

Judy:. Because there are!

Try to answer the following questions before the Discussion of Anec-

dote A.

a) Why do you th'ink Judy thought there were more checkers after

the teacher had moved them than there were before?

What is the relationship between this anecdote and addition

and subtraction?

Discussion of Aneedote A

Judy exhibits what Piaget and others have termed a lack of conserva-

IIItion-of numerousness. In other words, Judy thinks that the number of

18
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checkers changes when the checkers are moved. Perhaps she thinks

11111 there are more checkerS because they are "spread out" or because

there are two groups instead, of one. Several researchers have iden-

tified this lack cif conservation of numerousness to exist in many

first-grade children.

Conservation of nOmerousness is essential for addition (or sub-

traOiTO-H-since addition reflects the joining of sets. Thus, if a

child is asked-to-join a set of 2 and a set of 3 and he (she) thinks

that the'number in the s-et-changes with moVement, addition would be

meaningless.

Anecdote B

Teacher: Kurt, can you count to 10 for me?

Kurt: Yes. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Teacher: Good. Now, Kurt, can you count and

tell me how many blocks I have on

the table?

Kurt: Yes. (Pointing with his finger)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.

(Kurt has pointed almost randomly to the blocks

He has counted some more than once.)

as he counted.

Try to answer-the questions which folTZt)before reading the Dis-

cussion of Anecdot B.

a) Why does urt count 11 blocks when there are only 7?

b) How is co nting related to. addition?

Discussion of Anecdote B

There is a differe ce between-rote and rational counting. In rote

counting a child m rely recites the numbers in order much like recit-

11111

ing the alphabet. ational counting implies a one-to-one matching
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between an objectrahd a counting number. A one-tg-one matching means

1111,
a pairing of elements in two different sets so that each element of

one set is matched with exactly oge element of another set. In ra-

tional counting one of the sets is the st of counting numbers; the

other set is a set of elements to te counted. This one-to-one match-

ing can be illustrated as follows4

offpoofoon
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Thus, the number of blocks in the et is determined by the last

counting number matched with the last block.

Obviously, Kurt does not possess the ability to count rational-

ly. Work with one-to-one matching of sets ia one of the activities

in which children can engage to foster rational counting.

The relationship between rational counting and addition (or sub-

traction) should be-evidênt. Counting is one of the most basic

techniques in solving addition (and subtraction) examples. In adding

two sets a.child might count to find the sum. If he (she) is not

able to count rationally, then the addition is meaningless.

Anecdote C

Teacher: Mike, how many marbles are shown here?

Mike: Let's see. I, 2, 3, 4, 5. There are 0
five.

Teacher: Okay. How many are shown in this

picture?

Mike: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. There are six.

Teacher: Good. Now, Mike, which picture shows more marbles,

the picture with five marbles or the picture with

six marbles?

Mike: Ummmm...I don't know.
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Try to answer the following questions before reading the Discussion

of Ane6dote C.

a) In spite of Mike's ability to count, why do you suppose he

could not pick the set with more?

b) What relationship does comparison of numbers have with addi-

tion (subtraction)?

Discussion of Anecdote C

Although Mike can count rationally it is clear that he does not have

a grasp of order. The concept of "more than" and "less than" can be

developed by using the one-to-one matching technique described in the

discussion of Anecdote B. Thus, in helping a child understand the,

meaning of "more than" and "less than," a teacher can present the

child with two sets to be matched.. The set having some left over has

"more"; the set not having any left has "less."

0 0 0 0 0

A child must have the order of numbers firmly established before

addition and subtraction can have meaning for that child. Intuitive-

ly, a child should know that in addition (except with 0) the answer

should be greater while in subtraction (except with 0) the answer

should be less.
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Anecdote D
4.

Teacher.: Linda, can you take six pencils out of this box

'(box has 40-50 pencils) and put them on the table?

Yes-. (She then proceeds to place seven pencils

on the table.)

Teacher: Do you have six pencils on the table?

Linda:

Linda: Yes.

Teacher: Do you want.to check to see if you have six Pencils?

Linda: Okay. (She mumbles something as if counting while

rearranging the pencils. Finally, she looks up and

says) Yes, six.

Try to answer the following questions before proceeding fo the Dis-

cussion of Anecdote D.

a) What do you think the cause of Linda's error might be?

b) How is the ability to select (or represent) a number of

objects related to addition (Or subtraction)?

Discussion of Anecdote D

The ability to count does not always imply

that the child can select a given number of

objects. Being able to count the number in

the set shown at the right is a different

ability from producing a set of six.

In adding (and subtracting) the child is often given a number

sentence such as 4 + 3 = and asked to draw 4 objects anp then 3

1111
objects and to tell how many in all. If the child is not able to
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represent the sets accurately, then the addition example is, of

11111course, meaningless.

3. Study a first-grade textbook to identify examples of activities

for children that attend to the learnings described in Anecdotes

B, C, and D. (Activities related to conservation of numerous-

ness can be found in some kindergarten texts. Activities re-

lated to conservation must be done on an individual basis and do

not lend themselves to paper-and,-pencil activities. You may,

want to discuss conservation of numerousness wiih your in-
,

structor or he (she) may recommend some readings for you.)

4. Refer to the list of prerequisite learnings for addition and

subtraction which you developed in 1) above. Discuss your list

and usethe anecdotes and the first-grade textbooks to help you

revise your list.

23
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ACTIVITY 3

WRITING A READINESS ACTIVITY FOR CHILDREN

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to write an activity

for an objective chosen from one of three phases of early work in

mathematics.

MATERIALS:

Kindergarten and first-grade textbooks; several blank transparencies

and an overhead projector.

DISCUSSION:

In the previous activity you were asked to develop a list of learn-

ings th4 a child sh-ould acquire 6efore formal work in addition and

subtraction begins. In this activity you will gain a broader per-

spective on children's early work in mathematics.

In many cases the child has had a year or so (preschool and

kindergarten) of activities which do not focus on formal work im add-

ition and subtraction. Instead these activities develop ideas re-

lated to number and mathematics in general. Establishing communica-

tion with the child, developing vocabulary, and organizing.his

already vast array of inforMal quantitative experiences are all part

of early learning experiehces related to mathematics. Clearly this

activity cannot focus on all early mathematical experiences appro-

priateyor young children. It does, however, bring attention to

three phases of preaddition work.

1. Work occurring prior%to work with numbers

2. Work associated with the development of numbers

3. -Work specifically related to preaddition-subtraction.



DIRECTIONS: -

1111/ Groups of three should be formed. Each group will be assigned three

objectives, one from each of groups A, B, and C listed below. Each

member of the group should take one objective and develop a brief

outline of an activity that could be used with children.

The activity should be written on a transparencY, so that it can

be projected and discussed in class. You should feel free to consult

with the members of your group about your activity before a class

presentation is made.

Reference

Payne, Joseph N., ed. Mathematics Learning in Early Childhood.

NCTM Thirty-seventh Yearbook. Reston, Va.: NCTM, 1975.

SOME OBJECTIVES FOR EARLY WORK IN MATHEMATICS

Note: Additional objectives may be supplied by your instructor or

you may suggest some from your work in Activity 2.

A. Prenumber

The child should be able to:

1. Describe and construct sets of objects in terms of a common

property such as color, shape, and size.

2. Pa'ir members of two sets in order to determine which set has

more elements, which set has fewer elements.

3. Pair members of two sets to determine whether two sets have the

same number of elements.

B. Number

The child should tie able to:

4. Recognize sets of 0, 1, 2, 10 elements.

5. Write the numeral that represents the number of elements in a

set (0 - 10).

6. Write numerals for sets and identify the nuMerals that name

the most (the least).
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C. Preaddition and Subtraction

The child should be able to:

7. Join two disjoint ses, name the numbers for each of these

sets and the number of the new set formed by joining.

8. .Given sets of fewer than nine members, form sets of '9 by select-

ing the correct number of additional members.

9. Identify two sets which when joined form a set of a given number

(e.g., two sets which form a set of 8).

10. Identify the numbers for two disjoint subsets of a given set.

3 7
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ACTIVITY 4

AIDS TO INTRODUCE ADDITION AND qUBTRACTION

FOCUS:

In this activity You will use some of the aids used in early addition

and subtraction lesson for children. Further, you will be asked to

identify several lessons in textbooks which use aids.

MATERIALS:

Elementary school textbooks (grades 1 and 2 fh particular), including

teacher's editions; counters, bundling sticks, or other set aids.

DISCUSSION:

A basic procedure in the mathematical instruction of children is.to,

move from some physical situation to a symbolic representation of it.

This transition from the physical situation to the symbols of mathe-

matics is shown in the diagilm below. The physical situation is

usually posed in the form of a problem.

Real-world Problem

M d
Concrete

oel
Pictorial

Mathematical Symbols

For example, the following problem might be posed:

"John has 5 marbles.

He wins 2 from a friend.

How many marbles does Jorhn have now?"

Such a problem should be modeled using concrete objects or a picture.

In this problem actual marbles might be used or some popsicle sticks

or blocks. In later lessons a picture of the marbles may suffice,

but initially,actual objects ought to be used. Since the textbuok

e
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pages cannot present actual objects, teachers supplement the textbook

pages by providing actual objects.

Children should have many experiences interpreting problem sit-

uations with a model--either concrete or pictorial--before using

,symbols. Even after the introduction of symbols, children should

interpret problem situations with models. Conversely, children

should make up problem situations from sentences like 5 + 2 =

and from pictures.

This activity will acquaint you with two basic models used for

addition and subtraction. These are the set model and the number

line model. A third model is the operator or function machine model.

This third moderis, used less frequently in the primary grades.

DIRECTIONS:

I. The Set Model: Intheeset model individual concrete aids such

as popsicle sticks, battonis, chips, paper clips, etc., are'used

So that each number is represented by a discrete number of ob-

,

j cts. For example, in representing 5, five objects such as

f've chips would be used. Likewise, in a pictorial representa-

ion, five distinct objects would be pictured. Cutouts of such

bjects are often used in conjunction with the flannel board.

9



The set model is the most wideiy used of all three models in

current textbooks. .The set model has the advantage that most

children's +litial exposure to number has been through the set

model. Children have often counteetoy cars, marbles, and other

discrete objects.

Textbooks try to use pictures of objects that are familiar to .

children and ask them to focus on the number of those objects.

In early addition, for example, the-illustrations might show

two separate sets of familiar objects being joined.

ót
3 2. 3 4. 2

In the teacher's edition, the authors of the textbooks often

suggest.that the teacher use real bjects'to supplement the\ N,
11110 lesson. °

a) Look in some primary-grade textbooks and identify four or

.five lessons in which a set model is used tp introduce addi-

tion cliorraction. Discuss these lessons in your grpup.

b) Usift some set aids, take turns demonstrating. how a child

'might do the following examples.

6 + 3.= 0 2 + 5 = 0

7 - 4 = 0 8 - 4= 0

c) For each example in (b) above, make up a problem that might

be repeesented by the number sentence.

2. Number Line: In the number line a corretpondence is sei up be-

tween points on the line and the set.of wholvumbers. At a

later stage this correspondence can be extended to inc:ude the
. .

entire set of real.numbers.

29
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2 34 5 6

Numbers are represented by lengths on the number line. 2 is

"represented by a "move," "jump," "step," of two units from O.

Words such as "move," "jump,' and "step," are useful in convey.,

ing meaning to children. The approach is dynamic; it involves

'adtion.

The procedure for adding 2 and 3 on the number line is illus-

trated below.

0 1 2 3 4 5

2 3 = 5

The child marks off.a measure of 2,,and then combines with this

a measure of 3. The result of this combination is a measure of

5. Since this approach involves the combination of measures,

the number line is said to provide a "measure approach" to addi-

tion. The procedure for subtr.acting 2 from 5 on the number line

is illustrated'as follows:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

5-2=3

Using the number line children can readily find the solution to

a number seotence such as 5 - 2 =1-1. Once the child has moved

forward 5 and then back 2, the result of the operation is

immediately visible.
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In practice a teacher will usually provide experiences on a

"walk-on" number line before having Children use individual num-

ber lines or number lines in their textbooks. A "walk-on" num-

ber line is pictured below. , It can be constructed by placirig

cards in d line on the floor, by using chalk on the floo-r, or by

using tape. "Start" (or 0) is written on the initial card (or

point), 1 on the next, and so on. Children are then asked to

step out Various combinations on the number line.

111/1 For
further reading you may wish to consult,Minnemast (1968),

Unit 13, "Interpretations of Addition and Subtraction."

a) Examine some primary-grade textbooks and identify four or

five lessons in which a number line model is used. Discuss

these lessons in your group.

b) Draw some number lines and represent each of the following

examples on a number line.

3 + 5 =0

7 - 4 =0

6 + 2 =

8 - 2 =

c) For each example in (b) above make up a Problem which might

be represented by the number sentence. .

Note: (Optiona) Appendix A contax:As a desotiption o6 the deveZop-

ment and use () a poputat set a matekiat6 catted Cuisenaite Aodis.

,These mateitiatz ate based on the numbet tine modet and use cotqAed

Wu to teptesent numbetz.
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3; The Function Machine Model: The function machine model is based

on an operator approach. In an operator approach one can think

of addition or subtraction as an operator which "acts" on a num-
/

ber. For example,.suppose there is a "plus 2" operator. Then

if the number 3 is operated on by "plus 2" the result is 5.

Similarly, if the:operator is "subtract 4" and 6 is'operated on,

the result is 2.

The function machine Is usually pictured as a mechanical device

that does something to a number put into the machine. The il-

lustration at the right is suggestive

of one u'sed in a popular elementary

textbook. The function maaine is'

Tiormally not used to introduce addi-

tion and subtraction. Rather it is

used as a means.of providing an alter-

nate approach to.the set model or as

a means of drill. Some directions for

making and using a function machine are given on page 33.

a) Examine some primary-grade textbooks and identify four or ,

.five lessons in whjch a function machine model is used.

Discuss these lessons in your group.

b) Show how.the following tables would be completed using the

rules (operators) "add 2" and "subtract 3" respectively.

Rule: Add 2

-

Rule: Subtract 3

Input 2 1 3 5 6 4 7

Output

InPut 4 9 10 11 5 7 8

Output

4. Discuss whether you think it is better to introduce addition

and subtraction using one model or-several models.

32,
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FUNCTION MACHINE

To make a function machine, cut holes in a small box and label

them "IN" and "OUT." Make a set of function cards that can be

taped to the box to show what function the box is to perform.

The box shown below performs the "add 2" function.

The use of a functjon machine is illustrated for the example

34 2. Imagine that 2 marbles ha-,e been placed.in the machine.

If we put 3 marbles into the machine (IN), the machine will add
e'

2-marbles. By pouring out the contents of the machine the re-

sult 5 is obtained. (In using the function'machine for sub-

traction the machine will have to be changed slightly. How?)

After some experience with the machine the marbles an be

dispensed with and children can use cards for the input and

output as shown in this illustration.

F-3
1 NI PUT OUT

:gVjfii!iWiY4&MMV:4

OUTPUT

As the name,suggests,"the "function machine" illustrates the

fact that a binary operation such as-addition is a function.

In the description above the "add 2" function was used. Nat-

urally the children do not learn about functions here, but it

is hoped that ideas like "function" will continue to grow out

of experiences such as the function machine. The main use of

the function machine in elementary mathematics is to provide

practice in the basic facts of addition and subtraction.
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5. "Counting on" is a procedure often used by children to find the

sum in an addition example. For instance, when given the

example at the right, some children say,

'pointing to the group of four and then

to each dot the three, "Four, five,

six, seven." her children, who do

not count on look at e example

a art at he b inning, "One, two

three, four, five, six, seven." Which model would be most

useful in helping children acquire a "counting on"

4'
34
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ACTIVITY 5

11111

THREE MODELS FOR SUBTRACTION

FOCUS:

In this activity you will be challenged 'to classify severacl subtrac-

tion problems as representing a take-away or missing-addend or com-

parison situation.

DISCUSSION:

ftal-world problems that involve addition usually P resent little

difficulty for students once they associate the notion of joining

with addition. On the other hand,-subtraction can be associated with

three different situations.

1. Take-away

2. Missing addend

11111 3. Comparison

Each of these situations will be exemplified in this activity.,

DIRECTION$:

1. Study the three subtraction situations illustrated in the table

on page 36. Then classify the problems which follow the illus-

trations as "take-away" or "missing addend" or "comparison,7

2. Take part in a class disCussion usimj the following questions as

.a focus:

a) How are the models for the three problems alike? How are

they different? "

b) Suggest an order of difficulty for the three kinds of prob-

lems. Justify your order.
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Or (Instead of (2))

3. Several researchers* have found that most pupils find the com-

parison type of subtraction problem to be the most difficult.

In your groups discuss why this might be true, and offer some

suggestionsoto help overcome the difficulty.

Three Types of Subtraction Situations

PROBLEM

MODEL

SYMBOLS

.

1. Take-Away

.

2. Missing Addend 3. Comparison

Tom has 8t;b
he spends 5.
How much is
left?

0
CD C)

CD 0

8 - 5 =

Tom has 5; a
candy bar costs
8. How much more
does he need?

CD

0 CD
C)
0 0o 0

.,

5+EJ=8

Tom has 5;
Jill has 8.
How much more
does Jill have
than Tom?

CD 0
CDCD
co0
CDCD

CD

0

PROBLEMS

1. In a ring toss game Patty has 60 points, Jim has 72. How Many

more points does Patty need before she has as many as Jim?

*JosePh N. Payne (ed.), Mathematics Learning in Early Childhood.
NCTM Thirty-seventh Yearbook. (Reston, Va.: 1975), p. 55.
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2. Sally has 53 pennies. Marcia has 45 pennies. How much more
1

money does Sally have the Marcia?

3. Bill has 86 stamps in his collection. He gave 45 stamps to his

brother Tom. How many stamps does Bill have left?

4. It takes Mary 40 minutes to walk to her friend's house. She has

been walking for 15 minutes. How much longer does she still

have to walk?

37
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ACTIVITY 6

ERRORS IN EARLY SUBTRACTION

fOCUS:*

Some pupil pages in early subtraction are presented to give you an

opportunity to identify errors and the probable causes of those

errors, and to suggest appropriate remedial activities. You should

view this as a problem-solving opportunity. Much of your work as a

teacher will focus on analyzing the kinds of errors children make so

that your findings can be used to determine appropriate corrective

measures.

DISCUSSION:

Children iend to experience more difficulties with subtraction than

with addition. The purpose of this activity is to acquaint you with

some of the errors children make in subtraction. An opportunity will

be proviaed for you to analyze the children's errors and to attempt

tentative remedies. The question, "Why is subtraction more difficult

:than addition?" should be kept in mind throughout the activity.

.DIRECTIONS:

Three Pupil Pages A-C are presented with the objectives for each

lesson provided at the beginning. The Pupil Pages show typical er-

rors male by children when first learning subtraction.

I. Complete the Pupil Pages by answering the questions listed on

each sheet. Keep in mind the important ideas contained in the

following paraaigm when suggesting remedial treatments for the

pupils.

Real-world Problem

Mo}e

Concrete
Model--___

Pictorial

Mathematical Symbols
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2. AnsWer the questions at the end of this activity after discuss-

ing them in your group.

TEACHER TEASER

No .Change

"Give me change for a dollar, please,"

said the customer.

"I'm sorry," said Miss Jones, the cashier,

after searching through ti-ie cash register,

"but I can't do it with the coins I have

here."

"Can You change a half-dollar then?"

"No, in fact," she said, "I couldn't even make change for a

quarter, dime or nickel!"

"Do you have any coins at all?" asked the customer.

"Oh, yes," said Miss Jones. "I have $1.15 in coins."

Assuming that each coin was less than a dollar, exactly what

coins were in the cash register?

41,
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PUPIL PAGE A

Name Lio°
Objective: To use a set model to introduce subtraction.

Directions: Write a number sentence which shows.what has happened.

1.0 00000.

P0400002.

4-- 6

Z000000
3-5 -8

Questions:

I. Identify Cssa's errors and any pattern you may see in the er-

rors.

2. What is a probable cause of the errors? Do you,see anything

inherently confusing\On the model that might have caused Lisa's

errors?

3. Outline an approach you might use to help Lisa overcome her er-

rors.
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PUPIL PAGE B

Name AL
Objectives: To recognize or write a subtraction expression which

representq a subset being removed from a set.

Directions:

1. Write an expression that the picture shows.

2. Circle the correct number expression.

4-2

3. Write an expression that the picture shows.

Answer:

6-3

Answer:

3 -3

Questions:

1. Identify Al's errors and a probable cause for each error.

41
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2. Is there any significAnce to the fact that Al answered example

. (1) correctly? How wight the model be confusing to Al?

3. Outline a treatment you would provide to help Al overcome his

errorg.
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PUPIL PAGE C

Name: .3ea

Sa

Objective: To write subtraction sentences for some "hops" on a num-

ber line.

Directions:

1.

2.

3.

0 1 2 3 4 5

e

.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 = 4

1. 2 3 4 5. 6

Questions: .

1. Identify Jean's errors and indicate a probable cause for each

error.
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2. Is there anything about the model that might be confusing to

Jean?.

3. Outline a procedwe which might help Jean overcomg 11r errors. .

Questions for group discussion

I. Why do you think that subtraction preients more difficulty for

children than addition?

2. Are the models (set, number line) as helpful for subtraction as

they are for addition?

3. Consider explaining 7 - 4 = 0 to a child. Which.is more help-

ful (if either), using concrete aids or pictorial aids? What

are the advantages and disadvantages of each?

4. What seems to be the best possible sequence of aids for helping

children in early subtraction: using story problems, using a

set model, usih9 a number line model, using a function machine

model? Justify \the sequence you kopose.
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ACTIV,ITY 7

11111

RELATING ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUS:.

In this activity you will have an opportunity to discuss some activ-
,

ities which may help children understand the relationship between

addition and subtraction.

DISCUSSION:.

Addition and subtraction are inverse operations. As children learn

about each operation,they also develOp an intuitive understanding of

this inverse'relationship. Later, when they are learning basic num-

ber facts, this relationship is studied explicitly because it has a

definite practical value.

VI-RECTIONS:

11111

,

Discund nswer the following cjuestions.

I. The set model shown at right can suggest

both addition ind subtraction. The act

of 'joining" Corresponds to addition;

the act of "separating" corresponds to

subtracting. Wrle two addition and two

subtraction sentences which correspond to

the model in thisyillustration.

a)

b)

c)

d)
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2. Solving addition and subtractiOn sentences Is important in ele-

mentary mathematics. Many different number sentences can be

formed by using only addition and subtract4on, e.g.., 3 + 5 =0,

3 +0 = 8, and 8 - 3 = 0 . Choose one basic *act and write
\

down as<any different forms of number sentences as you can,

using only addition arjd subtraction. (Hint: Remember the

symmetric property ofi quality.)

c:*

3. How could the inverse relationship between addition and subtrac-

tion (addend-addend-sum form) be employed in solving such

sentences? Illustrate one case only.

4. Which sentence do you feel would be most difficult for children

to solve?

5. OPTIONAL: Read Ithe anticle "Some Factou Azzociated wi.th

Pupia' PegoAmance Leva on SimpZe Open Addition and SubtAac-

tion Sentencee by J. Fited (btaven which appeaned 4:4 the

Akithmetic Teachek, Novembek 1971. Compate you& amulet to qua-

tion 6 above with Weavet'4,comment6.

6 .\ During the late sixties and early seventies, sentences like

,4 + = 7 often appeared in first-grade work (they still do in

some textbooks). Teachers universally had difficulty teaching

sqch a form. Can you speculate why such difficulty occurred?

(Hint: Children often wrote 4 + m 7.)
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Section II

BASIC MATHEMATICAL CONTENT
IN ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

In Section I the focus of the activities was on the initial learnings

of young children related to addition and subtraction. While the

emphasis for that section was principally on the pedagogical aspects,

there are fundamental mathematical concepts related to addition and

subtraction that are essential:for the teacher to know.

Section II focuses on these mathematical concepts. It includes

a self-test (Activity 8) designed to measure your understanding of

these basic concepts. Following this test are some activities re-

lated to the mathematical properties of addition and suuiraction.

Activity 9 provides an opportunity for you to review some basic con-

cepts and terminology related to sets. In Activity 10 you are asked

to interpret the properties as Used in the elementary school. Activ-

ity 11 is an activity whose focus is on a0plying the pnoperties to a

mathematical structure.

MAJOR QUESTIONS

1. What are the basic properties of addition and subtraction and

what role might they play in the developMent of initial concepts

for young children?

What properties hold for addition and subtraction of whole num-

bers? Give examples and counterexamples to show properties that

hold and properties that do not hold.
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ACTIVITY 8

SELF-TEST

FOCUS:

This activity is designed to help you measure your understanding of

certain mathematical concepts that are fundamental to the addition

and subtraction of whole numbers.

DISCUSSION:

As is true with a class of elementary school children, you and the

other members of your class have a variety of mathematical back-

grounds. In particular, some of you will understand those concepts

concerning sets and the relationships between whole numbers that are

fundamental to addition and subtraction of whole numbers. Others of

you will need additional work with some of those concepts.

The test that follows is a self-testand is designed to help you

determine what your deficiencies are. It is your responsibility to

take the test, check your answers, and take (with your instructor's

help) whatever steps are necessary to remedy your deficiencies.

DIRECTIONS:

. Take the self-Itest that follows.

2. Check your work against the answer key supplied by your instruc-

tor.

. 3. Identify what your weak points are (you may wish tel discuss them

with your instructor).

4. Take steps to deal with your weaknesses. Among the resources

that you can use are:

a) Activity 9, which is concerned with basic concepts concern-

ing sets.

5



b) .Activity 10 and Appendix B, which discuss those basic prop-

erties of the whole numbers which are relevant to addition

and subtraction.

c) Other mathematics references for adults and children which

discuss basic ideas of sets and whole numbers.

Your classmates and your instructor. When you feel that you

are through, it is up to you to decide if you have overcome

any weaknesses.
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SELF-TEST

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF WHOLE NUMBERS

Part I

Circle the correct respobse to each item.

I. If A = {1,

a) {5}

b) {1, 3,

c) 11, 3,

d) 11, 4,

4,

5,

4,

51

5} and B = 13, 5, 8, 91 then AU B is the set:

8, 9}

5, 8, 91

{3, 5, 8, 9}

2. If A = {a, b, c, e, f} and B = 1cl, then the set difference

A -,B is the set:

a) la, b, c, e, fl

b) la, b, e, fl

c) {c}

d) None of the above

3. If AU B = fa, b, c, d,,e1 and A = {a, 0, then which of the

following could not be B?

a) {a, b, c, e}

b) 1c, d, el

c) {b, c, d, e}

d) {b, c, e}

4. For wilich pair of sets A, B does N(AU B) = N(A) + N(B)?

a) A = {1, 2, 5} B = {2, 7, 8, 0, 4}

b) A = la, z. Pl B = 1h, i, P, j, al

c) A = fr, 1, dl B = {w, Y. b, j, c}

d) None of the above
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5. For which pair of sets A, B does N(A - B) = N(A) - N(B)?

a)

b)

c)

d)

A = {1,

A = {1,

A = {1,

A = {1,

2,

2,

2,

2,

5}

5}

5}

5}

B = {3,

B.= {2,

B = {2,

B = {1,

4}

4}

5}

2, 5, 7}

6. Which of the following is not an example of an operation with

the closure property?

a) addition on the even counting numbers

b) subtraction on {0, 1, -1, 2,, -2, ...1

c) addition on {multiples of 10}

d) subtraction on the counting numbers

7. The expression (5 + 2) + 3 = 5 + (2 + 3) illustrates which of

the following properties?

a) associativity

0 associativity and commutativity

c) commutativity"

d) none of the.above

8. Which of the following relationships is always true? (p, q, r

are counting.numbers.)

a) p - (q - r) = (p - ) - r

b) p-q=q- r

c) p-0=0- p

d) (p + q) - q = p
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Which statement is an example of the identity property for addi-

tion of counting numbers?

a) p + 0 = 0 + p = p for all counting numbers p

b) p+q=q+pfor all counting numbers p, q

c) If p and q are counting numbers, p + q is a counting number.

d) (p + q) + r = p + (q + r) for all counting numbers

Ifa+b=b+a= a, then:

a) a = b

b) b = 0

c) a = 1

d) b = 1--

If each of 6 people" has at least $1.50 and they want to chip in

and buy a $7-tie for a friend, then:

a) They won't have enough money to buy the tie.

1111b) Not enough information is given to determine whether or not

they could buy the tie.

c) They have more than enough money to buy the tie.

If 5 peqple volunteer to bring Pepsi to a party for 30 people,

and eath of the volunteers brings no more than 7 Pepsis, then:

a) Not enough information is.given to determine whether or not

each person at the party could have at least one Pepsi.

b) There will be enough Pepsis so that each person at the party

will be able to have at least one.

c) There won't be enough Pepsis for everyone at the party to

have at least one.

d) There will be exactly enough Pepsis.

t)
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Part II

1111, Each of the following exemplifies a Property or principle in addition

or subtraction of whole numbers. Identify the property or principle

used. (Give a general symbolic statement wherever possible.)

1. In adding 24 one person Principle:

+ 37

may start at the top of

each column and add down,

and another may start at the

bottom of each column and

add up. Both people get the

correct answer.

2. 8 + 0

ANY NUMBER
ADDED To ZEROr tS ITSELF.

3. 8 + 6 .

Principle:

Principle:

SINCE 8 AND 2 IS 10
ANPIOANP4 15 141
AND SINce 2. ANC> 4 IS (p,
Ti4EN e AND Co IS 14.
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4. 17 - 9 =

5. 64

- 27

6. 96

+ 29

7. 74 A

- 28

c1 iwow -NKr
c3+E6=11, so
ii

Principle:

PrinciOle:

f
N-.....---,

4 77 DOES NOT
AME A W4OLE

NumeeR.:i ./

Principle:

I KNOW ''N..-T1-1E ANSWER
IS LESS THAN 10 SINCE.
c)(0+2.43 MUST 113,E LESS
Ti-IAN po +30.

Principle:

SINCE 14 -28 IS THE
SAME AS Ito-30, VII.
FIND Ito TI-FE
ANSWER. 15 4to.
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ACTIVITY 9.

11111 SETS FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

FOCUS:

The word "set" has come to be used in Most elementary textbooks. In

ths activity you will be introduc* to
\

O \ the language and symbols of sets

operations on sets

counting sets

sets:in elementary textbooks.

DISCUSSION:

The so-called new math has been and still is a topic of controv/ersy

to parents and teachers. One source of the controversy which/devel-

11110

oped in the 1960s was some new and unfamiliar language which was

used in the elementary school textbooks. The word set and some re-

lated words such as element, subset, union, and intersection were

among the new terms. Mathematicians rightly claimed that the lan-

guage of sets was not new; in fact, it had been around for 70 years.

They also claimed that sets were simple and provided a powerful and

general language which was compatible with good pedagogy. Parents

, and teachers, on the other hand, rightly claimed that the change in

language was,causing confusion or difficulty for adults which was

being transmitted to the children.

In the last fifteen years the use of sets in/textbooks has

moderated, but it has not vanished altogether. This activity will

introduce you to those ideas concerning sets which have importance

in elementary school mathematics. One of the goals of the activity

is to make you feel more comfortable With sets whenever you, encounter

them.
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DIFECTIONS:

1110
1 Language of sets: Any collection of objects can be referred to

as a set. Each pf the Objects in a set is called an element of

or a member of the set.'

For example, you can speak of the set of students in your class.

Yo..4 are a member of or element of that set. Another example of
_

a common set is the set of whole numbers. 0, 1, 2, etc., are

elements of that set; The set can be described using the symbol

{0, 1, 2, ...}. Tlie three dots indicate that the list continues

indefinitely.

a) Name the set 11, 3, 5, ...1 by describing its elements. Is

62 an element oPthe set? Is 131?

b) Name the set {..., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ...} by describing its

elements. Are there any 1:lumbers which are not in this set?

What are they?

c) Have a classmate tell you elements of a ;et as well as ele-

ments which are not in the set. Name ttie set by describing

its elements.

Subsets: A subset of a set is a set which is completely con-

tained in it. For example, the set of boys in your class is a

subset of the set of.studeRts in the class. This is true even

if all of the students are boys or none of thq students are

boys. In the latter case, the subset is called the empty set.

The empty set is the set with no elements. Can you see why we

say that the empty set is a'subset of every set? The empty set

is often designated in elementary mathematics texts by { }

If the larger circle stands for a set called A, the smaller one

for a,set called B, then B is a subset of A. We use the symbol
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BC A to indicate that B is a subset of A. Note that this

sYmbolC: is analogous to-the symbol < which is used to designate

"less than"' for numbers. We will observe other (non-accidental)

parallels between set language and number language.'

Name four subsets of the set of students in your class.

Name two sets which are not sdbseg of the set of students

in your class.

Let A =

B =

=

11,

12,

11,

2:

4,

21

3,

6

;

4, 5, 61

Which of the following dre true?

AC B, B CA, cc: A, ACC, BCC, CC B

Which of the above ptctures BC A? Which AC- B?

d) how would you explain the confer)* .,f the empty set to a

child? Try by explaining it to a classmate.

3.1N Union, intersection And diYference of sets: We say that 4-, -,

, x, and :- are operations on numbers since each operation combines

pairs of numbers to'give numbers. For example, + combines the

numbers 2 and 3 to give the number 5.

We
write 2 + 3 = 5.

There are also operatians on sets. Th *U\nion operation combines

tWo sets to give a set which contains'all of the elements that

were in either or both sets. For example, the union of

11, 2, 3, 41 and 13, 4, 5, 61 is the set 11, 2, 3, 4, 5, 61.
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Symbolically we write

{10 2, 3, 4}u {3, 4, 5, 6} = 11, 2, 3, 4,, 5, 61.

The intersection operation combines two sets to give the set of

'elements common to the two sets. For example, the intersection .

of {1, 2, 3, 41 and 13, 4, 5, 61 is the set {3, 4}. This time

we write'.

{1, 2, 3, 4} r) {3, 4, 5, 6} = {3, 4}.

The.difference oper4Abn)applied to two sets gives those'ele-

ments which are in the first set but which,are not in the second

set. For example, if A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and B = {3, 4, 5:6},

A - B = {1, 2}.

a) Verbally describe each of the following sets.

The union of the set of boy stddents and the set of

girl students in.your class. The intersection of these

two sets.

The intersection of the set of integers and the set of-

rational numbers (fractions).

The union of the set of tall women and the set of all
\\

women. \

The union of a set containing,three marbles and a set

containing two marbles. (You have to be careful here.

The answer depends on whether the two sets overlap.)

b) Let A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} B = {1, 3, 5} C = 12, 4, 6, 81

Then A U B =

B U C =

A n C =

B n C =

A - B

B - C =

A - C =

Is BU C C A? / Is ,A B C A?

IsAnBC A? Is A - B C B?

Is BnC C B?
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Shade Akj B with hOrizontal lines. ;

Shade_An B -with 'vertical lines.

Shade B - A with slanted lines.

i

d) Which of the following are always true for any sets A, Ti,

and'C? (You may want to experiment with sets, and with pic-

tures.) If'you can, give a verbal argumen.\explaining why

each is or is not-true.:

AC B

AnC CB
A U B C B

B C AU 13

A n U = (A-nB)u (A no

A -B=B- A

4. Counting Sets: How many students are pres nt--i-n;ur class .

!, today? Answer this q6estions before you r ad on.

In answering the question you probably st4ted counting by
,

pointing to a student and saying "one," po nting to another and

saying "two" and so on. The nuMber thatyo\i said when you
. I

pointed tothe last student in the class wa the number of stu-

dents in the class. What you were doing was setting up a one-:

to-one correspondence between the set of,the first so many
,

counting numbers'and the set of students in ydir class. This is i

t e/general way that sets are counted. For ex ple, we say that /

I ; b, cl has three elements because we can set,up a one-to-qne !

c rrespondence between 'the elert's of the set 4i the elements
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of the set of count g numbers beginning with 1 and ending

with 3.

2, 31

{a, b, c}

Sometime5 we will use the symbol N({a, b, c}) = 3 to indicate

that {a, b, c} contains three elements.

a) How many coins do you have in your pocket or purse? Observe

how you went about answering the question.

b) Let A = {1, 3, 5, ..., 21}

B = {2, 4, 6, 8}

C = {3, 6, 9, 21}.

Find N(A), N(B), and N(C).

Find N(A r) B), N(BLJ C), N(Ar) C), AND N(A - C).

c) For which sets P and Q would it bp true that

N(Ptj Q) = N(P) + N(Q)?

For which sets P and Q would it be true that

N(P (1Q) = 0?

For which sets P and Q would it be 4-rue that

N(P Q) = N(P) - N(Q)?

d) What does (c) have to say about a possible relationship be-

tween set union and difference and teaching addition and

subtraction to children?

e) The idea:of one-to-one correspondence is usually introduced

to children before tiley start working formally with numbers.

tan you explain why? Do you know any children who can say

the numbers up to 10- in order, but who can not reliably

report the number of objects in sets?
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5. Sets in Elementary Texts:

a) Look through an elementary text series, grades K-3 and fill

fn the following table.

Topic

\ Grade where
the topic

first appears

Appears explicitly
or implicitly

one-to-one
correspondence

union

intersection

empty set

If possible, it would be most interesting to compare a text

series published in the middle to late 60's with one pub-:

lished in the middle 70's.

b) Write a brief outline of a development for children which

starts with sets of objects and.goes through the concept of

whole number to the concept of addition of whole 6umbers.

TEACHER TEASER

Three sports writers picked the following teams to

win next Sunday.

Writer #1: {Yankees, Twins, Orioles, Tigers}

Writer #2: {White Sox, Orioles, Angels, Yankees}

Writer #3: {Tigers, Yankees, Indians, Angels}

None of the writers picked the Royals to win. The teams men-

tioned are the only teams that will be playing on Sunday. De-

termine the teams that played each other. (You may find

intersecting sets to be useful.)

61
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ACTIVITY 10 ,

DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES OF TERMS

FOCUS:

In this activity you are asked to define and illustrate properties

and terms associated with addition and subtraction. This will Pro-

vide a review of some of your mathematical vocabulary and an oppor-

tunity to look at elementary school texts for examples.

MATERIALS:

Elementary mathematics textbooks, grades K-6.

DIRECTIONS:

Complete the table below, providing illustrative examples from ele-

mentary school mathematics textbooks. Be sure to cite the grade

level of the textbook in which you found the example. In providing

the definition or statement, you may wish to consult Appendix B for

further discussion on the properties of numbers.

Terms

Taxtbpok Grade
Example Level

Definition
or Statement

Identity

Property

of Addition

,

5 + 0 = 5 1

The sum of zero and any whole
number is that whole number:
a + 0 = a where a is a

whole number.

Closure

Property

of Addition

,

Commutative

Property

.of Addition

,

,
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Terms

Textbook Grade

Example Level

Definition
or Statement

Associative

Property

of Addition
_

Addend

.

i

, .

Sum

Inverse

Property

of Addition

and Subtraction

,

.
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ACTIVITY 11

"ADDO AND SUBTRACTO"

FOCUS:

This #ctivity provides an opportunity to use the properties and def-

initions you reviewed in Activity 10. However, instead of using the

standard numerals, letteri are used.

: DIRECTIONS:

iA = fa, b, c, dl is a finite set of numbers. A binary operation_

"addo" designated by 0 is defined on' A by the following operation

table:

G a b 0 d

a a b c d

c 0 a

c c d a b

d d a b .. c

Note, for example, that: b 0 c = d.

1. Is the operation 0 closed for A? Why or Why not?

2. Is the Operation (±) commutative on A? .Explain your reasoning.

3. Partially verify the associative law by completing and checking

the following cases': ,

i) b 0 (c 0 d) =

ii) (c 0 d) 0 c =
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4. Find the identity element for 0.

5. The binary operation "subtracto" designated by 0 is the in-

verse operation of-"addo." For anY pair of numbers x, y in A,

x 0 y is defined as that number z in A such that z 0 y = x.

Using this definition,for "subtracto" and the operation table

for "addo" given previously, complete the "subtracto" table

which follows:

0. a bcd
,

a a d

b

c

d

Note: a (E) b = d, In finding a 0 b, think of a as the

sum and b as one of the addends.

6. Were you able to see a pattern after writing down the entries

for the first two rows? Explain the pattern.

7. Is the operation (E) closed on A? Why or why not?

8. Find b Q c and c (E) b. Is the operation (E) commutatie on

A?

9. Find (b (E) c) 0 d and b 0 (c 0 d). Is the operation (E)

associative on A? 0

10. Is there an identity element for 0 on A? .Explain your reasOn-

ing.

11. List two properties for which (E) on A and subtraction on W

(the set of whole numbers) behave in the same way.

12. List one property for which (E) on A and subtraction on W behave

II/
differently.
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Section III

DEVELOPING THE BASIC
ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION FACTS

The diagram pictured below illustratesthe three stages in learning

the basic concepts and number combinations for addition-and subtrac-

tion.

, 4

Introduction-

Getting Ready
to Memorize -----01.-Memorization

I. Real-world

problems

Use of number

properties

I. Classroom drill

Using concrete Relation of Independent

or pictorial

, models

subtraction to

addition

drill--games,

puzzles, flash

cards, etc.

Writing mathe-

matical sen-

tences

Other number

patterns and

thinking strat-

egies

Solving mathe-

matical sen-

tences using

the appropriate

model

4.
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Section III looks at the kinds of activities which can be used

to help children Iget ready" to memorize the basic addition and sub-

traction facts. These experiences should help children to organize

their ideas about addition and subtraction and to develop' thinking

strategies designed to increase iheir understan.ding of the relation-

ships among numbers. Activities 12, 13 and 14 focus'on the "getting

ready" stage. Activity 15 provides an opportunity to discuss the

role of drill for childi-en in their learning of basic facts.

Throughout this section, and, in fact, throughout the entire course,

you should be collecting games, puzzles and other activities that

would motivate children to memorize the basic facts.

MAJOR 9UESTIONS

The following questions focus_on the main issues incorporated in this

section:

1. Make a list of any addition and subtraction patterns you'find

during your work with this section which would be useful in,the

,"getting ready to memorize" stage.

2. How would you use drill, short quizzes, games, etc., in helping

the children in your class to master the basic combinations?

List several games and activities useful for this "memorization"

stage. (Make use of any discussion which occurs in Activity

15.)
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ACTIVITY 12

Ali THINKING' PATTERNS IN ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

Vir

FOCUS:

In this activity you will identify various thinking patterns that

children might use in working wiih additfon,and_subtraction-combfaa-
_

tions prior to memorization.

DISCUSSION:

Unfortunately., many teaChers omit the most important stalje in devel-

oping the basic number facts. They use many'good techniques to in-

troduce addition and subtraction. They help the children see the

relationship between real-world instances and the mathematical rep-

resentation of addition and subtraCtion. Later they provide many

ihteresting activities for drill in memorizing the, basic combina-

tions. But the stage between the introduction and meMorization is

often omitted, perhaps because it is a difficult stage to develop

and'because it does not lend itself to paper-and-pencil activities.

In fact, textbooks are unable to provide appropriate lessons for

this stage.* The stage between the introduction and the memorization

*It is appropriate to point out here that textbooks can provide an

excellent source of material for many lessons, but a teacher cannot

rely on the textbook as the total program.
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of basic number combinations is here called "getting ready to memo-

rize. In this stage the children should be encouraged to explore a

variety:of ways of thinking about the number c^mbinations. A second

component of this stage is for the children to verbalize the ways in

which they think about these combinations. .In this activ-ity you-will

have an Opportunity.to identify and list _Ays_irt__Which--Ehildreu might

think abo t-some number facts.

As a oint of information, the terms "basic facts," "number

facts," "ba ic combinations," etc, are.used interchangeably and refer

to those exa number is represefited by a single ,

digit (0 to ). Thus, 8 + 7 is 'considered a basic fact whereas

12 + 4 is not\since 12 is not a single-digii numeral.

DIRECTIONS:
:\-

.
Read the entire'set of directions before.proceeding with (1).

1 Read and st dy the transcripts on pages 72 to 76 of three actual

interviews ith children. Identify, discuss and list the think-

ing strategy\exhibited by each child'in the interview. Use the

"Summary of Patterns" chart on page 71 to list the strate6ies-

used by the children. Where possible, identify any mathematical

property or concept used in the strategy.

2 Role-play b, y taking turns presenting a basic addition or sub-
. N

traction numbericombination to the other members of your group
I

(three or four students). Ask your fellow students to think c'

as many as ossible of finding the answer to the combina-

tion. List these\ ways along with the list started. in (1) above.

3. Discuss why this "geWng ready to memorize" stage is so impor-
-

tant in the child's growth in mathematics. .Discuss the role of
_

verbaliZation in the child's mathematical growth. Is there a

fine ]ine between "pushing children" to verbalize before they

are ready and encouraging children to,bring to the Surface the

strategieS they are psing to get the answers?

S
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Write in expanded form.
-Add ones, tens, and hundreds.

345_ 300,0+-4(r+ 5

+278 200 + 70 + 8
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4. If possible, conduct interviews with several children similar to

, those illustrated here. Describe your interviews.

INTERVIEWS
,ND

r----
,

, SUMMARY OF PATTERNS

CHART

Examples Child 1' Child 2

..

Child 3

9 + 7

Not
Included
in the

Interview
.

.

II.

9
v
- 4

,

_

. ,

.

III.

15 - 6

-"
,

Not
Included
in the
Interview

-

.,

71
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TEXT QF INTERVIEWS

First Child

INTERVIEWEP Hi, Vern, how are you today?
/

VERN: /// Fine.

INTERVIEWER; Tell me what the card says
-

-first of all.

VERN: minUs fOur:

INTERVIEWER: Nine minusefour: Do you know WhAt nine minus four

VERN: Five.

-INTERVIEWER: Five. How did you work that one but?

VERN: =In my mind.

INTERVIEWER: tan you tell me how you thought it out though? Suppose

you'd forgotten it for a moment.

Like I'm adding five and four.VERN:

INTERVIEWER:

INTERVIEWER:

Oh, like you're'adding five and four. Good:---7-

Let's try one.more. What's

tha't one say?

VERN: Fifteen take away Tix..

-15 6 = 111

INTERVIEWER: Okay, I wonder if you can work that one but.

VERN: Nine.

INTERVIEWER: Oh, you got that quick. How did you do It this time?

VERN: I did it in my mind.

'INTERVIEWER: How did you do it thaugh?

46RN: I subtracted six away.from five and took away one from

ten and I got to nine. ,

111/1

"2-
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'

INTERVIEWER: iYou took siX away from five. And then....

111/1 -VERN: And then1 had one more left over to take away so L,'
...

took it away from'the ten.
1-

-

INTERVIEWER": Oh, I see. I think you really took five away from

five, didn't you, first of all?:And then took away one

from the ten that was left. That's great, Vern.

Second Child

INtERVIEWER: Hello, Tracey. How are you?

TRACEY: Fine.

INTERVIEWER: Well, we've gota.little bit of work

with addition and:subtraction

combinations. -Are you pretty

good with'khose? ILet's have

a look at this one first.

.It's.an addition bne. Okay.

1Why don't you tell me what it says?

-' TRACEY: Nine.plus selfen.

INTERVIEWER: Okay. Do.you k Ow what nine plus seven is?
,\41

TRACEY: Sixteen. 1.

INTERVIEWER: You got that prqty quick. Suppose you had forgotten.

Could you tell me how you could work it out?

*TRACEY: Seven arid nine are sixteen so six and ten would be six-

teen. So all youthave to do is add one more to this:, 4

- one anCless one im that.

INTERVIEWER. Oh, I see. Gread
1

-
1

;

1NTKIEWER:_:Well, I-Nant to try a'subtraction

,,,one. Let's have lopk at this

one. It's a nice easy one fo,y/u,

73,
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TRACEY:

, I'm sure. Why don't you tell me what it says?

Nine minugl!four.

INTERVIEWER: Rine minus fo6r.. Well, do you know what this is?.

TRACEY: Five.

-

INTERVIEWER: Ftve. How did you work that 4ine_out?

I TRACEY: Five and four equals ntne.

1

INTERVIEWER: 'Frye and four,equals nine. You used an additiol fact

to get it. Okay. You're pretty good,oren't you?

INTERVIEWER: .Now, what about the subtracti

ones? Thts ne is a bit har. r.

Why don41 tjy tell me what it

TRACEY: Fifte;imAls six.

INTERVIEWER: Okay. Do you know what fifteen minus six is?

Ois

TRACEY: Nine.

_15,ERVIEtriER: Nine. HOW d'd you work that one out?

-TRACEY: Nine ahd six equals fifteen.

INTERVIEWER: You used nine and six again. Is there any other way

you could do it? (Long pause) You don't know exactly.

You think you used nine and six. Great, Tracey. Thank

you very much indeed: That was good. You're pretty

quick on those
com6inations, I'll agree.

Aza.P.m."
Third Child

INTEFTEVOt:, Hi, Nathan, how-are you today?

NATHAN: Fine.

96
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INTERVIEWER: Well, I'm going to do some work with addition and sub-

traction combinations here. Are you pretty good at

those?

NATHAN: Yeah.

INTERVIEWER: Okay. Why don't-we start wi-th this

addition one?- Why don't you tell

me what this says?

NATHAN: Nine plus seven equals box.

INTERVIEWER: Okay. Do you know what nine and seven are?

NATHAN:,. No.

INTERVIEWER: You don't. I wonder if you can work it out for me,

though. Sea e if you can work it out for Me. Any way

you Me. (Long pause)
a.

NATHAN: Sixteen?

INTERVIEWER: Sixteen! How did you do it? You were working away

there hard. You must have done something.

NATHAN: 4 was thinking, see, since there wasn't a ten, I knew

that wbuldn't be seventeen. And then, so, it would be

one more down than seventeen.

INTERVIEWER: One more down than seventeen. That's great, Nathan.

Thanks very much. Let's look at another one.

INTERVIEWER: I'M sure you'll find this one a

bit easier. It's a subtraction

one. Why don't you tell us what

it says, first of all.

NATHAN: Nine take away four equals box again.

INTERVIEWER: Okay. Do you know what that is?

NATHAN: Five.
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INTERVIEWE.R: Oh, you worked that one out quickly. How did you work

it out?

NATHAN: I already knew how.

INTERVIEWER: You already knew it. Suppose...

NATHAN: Well, four plus five and five plus four is nine so

nine take away four is five.

INTERVIEWER: Ah, I see. Well that certainly wasn't too hard for

you.

9 8
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ACTIVITY 13

11111

HELPING CHILDREN DEVELOP THINKING STRATEGIES FOR ADDITION

FOCUS:

The importance of helping children develop insight and strategies be-

fore memorization seems clear: This activity will suggest the use of

some number properties and "doubling" as techniques that might en=

courage children to think about the basic number combinations as they

get ready to memorize these combinations.

DISCUSSION:

Young children are expected to memorize the number combinations.

There are 100 different addition combinations using the numbers 0

through 9. It would be a.huge (if not impossible) task for children

to memorize these facts without some way of organizing them. The sad

11111

truth is that many children have not mastered these facts even by age

12 or 15. While there may be many reasons for this phenomenon, one

of the reasons that has been identified is the lack of attention paid

to helping, yo.ung children develop their own thinking strategies and

ways of organizing large quantities of information..

DIRECTIONS:

1. Complete and study the

addition chart at the

right.

a) How might knowledge of

the commutative prop-

erty (a + b = b + a)

r:aduce the number of

combinations?.

+ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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b) How might knowledge of the identity element for addition

help reduce the number of addition combinations the child

must learn?

2. The associative property can be used to find facts such as

9 + 6. How would you explain this to children? Draw a diagram

to show how concrete materials could be used in this explana-

tion.

3. How would you explain or demonstrate the properties for chil-

dren? Would you use the names "commutative," "associative,"

etc. with the children or might you use lesS* technical terms?

(Consult some textbooks to see how the properties are introduced

to young children.)

4. Knowledge of doubleS-.(e.g., 5 + 5) can also reduce.the number of

addition facts to be learned,,,Identify the position of the

doubles in the addition m6trix. 'How,could a child who knows

"doubles" i'ind 6 + 7? Identify three Other facts which could be

found easily from a knowledge of 6 + 6.

5. Study the addition table and list as many patterns as you can

find that mi'ght.be helpful to children in develoking thinking

strategies.

6. In the upper primary grades, after a child has lea'rned the addi-

tion faCts, he should be able to handle extensions such as:

(a) 30 + 60 and (b) 32 + 7. How might you explain such exten-
d

sions?

00
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ACTIVITY 14

11111

STRATEGIES FOR FINDING SUBTRACTION FACTS

FOCUS:

Subtraction presents more difficulty than addition for children.

This activity provides an opportunity to think about different strat-

egies that might be used to help children "get ready" to memorize

the basic facts in subtraction.

DISCUSSION:

If one-were to ask primary-grade teachers what the most difficult

topic in arithmetic was at that level, there would be a fairly

unanimous answer: "subtraction." Careful teaching of this topic is

essential since it always seems to present difficulty for children.

DIRECTIONS:

1111/ Assignment) In preparation for the seminar (Activity 15) outline two

games or puzzles which can be used to help children memorize the ,

basic addition or subtraction facts. For each outline provide an ob-

jective, approximate grade level, materials, and directions. (These

outlines may be prepared on an overhead transparency.)

1. Why do you think that subtraction presents so much difficulty

for children as compared with addition? Discuss this question

and list as many reasons as you can.

2. Complete- and study the subtraction table on the following page.

a) List patterns that might be useful in helping children cut

down the number of subtraction combinations.

b) What properties (if any) might be helpful to children in

reducing the number of combinations?
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Second Number
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0
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4 ,

5

6

7

8

9

7 8 9

ArAVA
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3, How are addition and subtraction related? Give an example of

how this relationship might heloochildren with their subtraction

combinations, assuming that they know most of the addition

facts.

Study the illustrations of the children's thinking below.

Explain the thinking behind each child's method.

b). Explain the mathematical principle(s) involved in each

method.

c) Use each method to solve 16 - 6.

d) Do both methods apply to 9 - 4?

Lisa a

12-7
.4:-

iI T#INK OF 2. FRofv;\
12_ 15 to AND Ti-lreN

5 . ANswER is 5.
5 AnoRe FRoM to y

80102



Michele

.12 -7

L
ET'S SEE, SINCE.1+5

i

5. Discuss and list one or more additional strategies for finding

12 - 7.

81
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ACTIVITY 15

SEMINAR

FOCUS:,

In this actiVity you will have a chance to ask questions and discuss

problems related to teaching the basic number facts of addition and

subtraction. You will also have an opportunity to consider activi-

ties related to the memorization stage of basic additiOn and subtrac-

tion facts.

DISCUSSION:

The diagram which was presented'at the beginning of this section il-

lustrates the stages that preparerthe child for eventual memorization

of the basic combinations for addition and subtraction.

Introduction,
Getting Ready
to Memorize

MemOrization

In Activities 12, 13 and 14 some experiences in the "getting ready to

memorize" category were presented. The seminar will consider further

activities of this kind, as well as methods for progressing from this

stage to the memorization stage.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Describe the activities you have prepared to help children

memorize basic addition or subtraction number facts. (See

assignment, page 79.)

2. Discuss questions or issues you have found concerning the three

stages of development of the basic facts.

3. Among the questions the instructor will discuss' are the follow-

ing:

82
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a) What are some examples of activities (other than those con-

sidered in Activities 12 and 13) which fit into the category

of "getting ready to memorize"?

b) What is the role of drill in learning the facts? How can

drill be carried out effectively?

4) What is the role of games in'learning the facts? What are

the strengths of games? What are their weaknesses?

Critique the game which follows by discussing the positive and
-

negative features of it. How might this game be modified to be

more effective linteresting, fun, etc.)?

GAME: A Skirmish on the Number Line

Here is a game which could be used to give children practicein

recalling addition combinations: Try the game with a partner.

How to Play:

a) The first player se+ects any addition combination in the

matrix on the following page, puts an X in the appropriate

square of the matrix and also an X on the number line to

indicate the result'of the combination, (e.g., at 7 for

5 + 2). If a player.gets the combination wrong his mark is

removed by the other player.

b) The second player selects any combination not already used

in the matrix, puts a L'..s in the appropriate square of the

matrix and also a on the 'number line to indicate the

result of the combination. Should there be an X there he

erases it and puts a Cs .

c) The game cootinUes with the first player following a proce-

dure similar to that given in (b). The game ends when the

matrix is completely filled. The winner of the game is the

one with more markings remaining on the number line. Can

you suggest some kind of winning strategy?

Note: The game can be shortened by restricting the number of

combinations that can be used in the matrix.

83
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Addition Matrix:

'-'' 0 1 2

_

5 4 6 7 8

0
.,.

. 1
.

2
4

,.

rd

3

4

5 .

6 ., .
-:

7

.

.

.

8

Number Line:

0 1112 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18

1 06
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Seciion Iy-
ALGORITHMS AND

PROBLEM SOLVING

Previous sections have-focused on introductory concepts in addition

and subtrasrtion, the mathematical foundations associated with these

operations, and the development of the basic combinationt in.addition

and,subtraction. The development of algorithms in addition and sub-

Lraction relies heavily on the work of previous sections.

,
In this,section the rationale and techniques for instruction in

1110

the algorithms are presented. COnsistent with the approach used

throughout this unit, the relation between the real world and mathe-

matics is again emphasized. The need for'algorithms arises in real-

world problems. Materials are used to model these problems and to

provide the liniewith the symbolic forms'of the algorithms. ,Eventu-

ally, as the child.comes to use larger numbers, he must rely more and,

moreon the symbolic forms. Skill in adding and subtracting larger

numbers requires a clear understanding of the basic algorithms..

Problem solving is given a special focus in this section.

Teachers should work on developing problem-solving skills with chil-

dren every day. Relating the real wbrld and mathematics is not some-

thing to be worked upon onl.Y when the.textbook has a page of prob-.

lems.

As you work through this section, you should focus on the major

questions that follow.

85
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MAJOR QUESTIONS

WhY does the subtraction algorithm,cause more diffitulty than9
tl.ie addition algorithm? Givejllustrations to support your

answers

2. Three different types of algorithms are discussed in the unit:

transitional, standard and nonstandard. Choose additidn or sub-
.

traction and discuss the role.fof transitional algorithms with-

respect to the development of Ithe standird algorithm.

3. Describe some ways in Which you plan to help chil-dren become

effective solvers of addition and subtraction problems.

4

.1()8
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ACTIVITY 16

SEQUENCING ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION ACTIVITIES

FOCUS;

In'this activity you will be given a chance to sequence a set of

activities which develop the addition algorithm. As a second task

yoU will be asked to create a "card set" of activities which develop

the subtraction algorithm.

OIRECTIONS:

1. a) Work alone and pui the card set into an appropriate se-

quence.

b) Compare your sequence with a classmate; then with a group.

c) Discuss the sequence as a class with your instructor.

2. Work in pairs. Use 5 x 8 index cards or standard-size paper

1110, (81x 11) divided in half and create a "card set" of 10 or more
2

activities which develop the tibtraction algorithm. You may

consult elementary textbooks.

3. After you have finished creating your card set in subtractibn-,

exchange sets with another pair of classmates. Rut your class-

mates' card set in sequence and discuss differences of opinion.

4. Combine the addition and subtraction card sets into one set,

which represents a suitable overall learning order.

87 109,



ACTIVITY 17

USING MATERIALS TO INTRODUCE ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUS:

In this activity you are asked to use bundling sticks., Dienes blocks

and an abacus to illustrate steps in demonstrating suk.craction (and

addition) algorithms.

MATERIALS:

Bundling sticks, Dienes blocks, abacus.

DISCUSSION:

The use of materials in Antroducing basic concepts of addition and

subtraction was developed in Section I: In intf.oducing the algo-

rithms, materials should also play an important role. As the num-

bers become greater and as the students become more confident in

their,work, less emphasis should be placed on materials. Study the

two examples which follow.

EXAMPLE 1: SUBTRACTION WITH BUNDLING STICKS

88
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47

+ 28

EXAMPLE 2: ADDITION WITH DIENES BLOCKS

O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0 O 0

0 0
0 0

O 0

Regrouping;

ten ones

as

one

ten

rTh
0 0
O 0
O 0

Sum:

75

HUH

The introduction of algorithms should follow the same procedure as

the introduction of the operations. That is, the example should pro-

ceed from a real-world or story situation. Next, a drawing or some

concrete aids should be used to illustrate the example. Finally, the

appropriate symbols should be related to the aids or the drawing.

The illustration of this instructional mode is shown on the following

page. The double-headed arrows suggest that the relationship should

be emphasized in both directions.

89
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Real-world
Problem

\>4
Concrete aids-0---0-Mathematical

or
Symbols

Drawing

In Example 1 on page 88, a story such as

"John has 52 cards. He drops 18 of them. How many remain?"

might be used to introduce the illustration. For Example 2, the

children might be asked to make up a story from which 47 + 28 might

have cor.:.

DIRECTIONS:-

1. Use bundling sticks to demonstrate the example:

74

-36

111,Complete the diagram below to represent each stage in the pro-

cess, paying particular attention to the regrouping stage.

11111

WO
IIII

uI
11111 Regroup

one ten
into

ten ones:...

esult:



Discuss the relationship between the standard form of subtrac-

.tion and that illustrated using bundling sticks.

. Using Dienes blocks, perform the example:

4 EXCHANGE.

334

-148

4

. Use an abacus to perform the example:

637

-289

SUBTRACT

NNW

SUBTRACT

RESULT

Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones

RESULT

4. Work in groups of two to four. Take turns demonstrating the

following subtraotion and addition examples, using bundling

sticks, Dienes blocks or an abacus. In demonstrating the ex-

amples, focus on the "regrouping" of 1 ten for 10 ones ("borrow-

ing") and 10 ones for 1 ten ("carrying").

Recall from your work in numeration that regrouping takes place

when 10 objects are bundled to form 1 ten (100 objects to form

10 tens or 1 hundred, etc.). Conversely, regrouping may also

involve the exchange of a bundle of 1 ten for 10 ones. Renam-

ing, on the other hand, is the term used to describe the sy,m-

91
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bolic form of exchange. For example, 74 can be renamed as

70 +.4 or 60 + 14, etc.

In additiga and subtraction, both regrouping and renaming play

an important role in understanding the algorithms. Study the

illustrations on page 93 before doing the example below. Dis-

cuss the merits of each aid.

a) 342 b) 617 c) 245

- 178 + 187 + 185

d) 608

- 139

e) 370 f) 815

+ 639 - 405

Don't put the Dienes blacks away. You'll use them in the next

activity.

114
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REGROUPING AND RENAMING

WO

16-0

Addition

After regrouping
one obtains 1 ten
and 1.

51
± 34

91,

After adding 4 and 7,
11 ones are renamed
as 1 ten and 1.

Subtraction

110

flf

111i1 WO

4M
401 11111

WO 11-111

M11 11111

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Homo)
1 bundle of ten
has been regrouped
as 10 ones.

1 ten.has been re-
named as 10 ones,
giving 4 tens and
14 ones.

93
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ACTIVITY 18.

ADDING AND SUBTRACTING IN OTHER BASES

FOCUS:

This activity provides an opportunity for you to tack4 adding and

subtracting in bases other than ten.

MATERIALS:

'Dienes blocks (one set of base two, base three, base four and base

--five_foreach.groupL)._

DISCUSSION:

In the upper elementary grades otMr bases are introduced. While the

' intention is not to have children gain proficiency in operations with

other bases, they may enjoy adding and subtracting in bases other

than ten.

DIRECTIONS:

(Groups of four)

1. Use sets of Dienes blocks for bases two, three, four and five.

It is suggested that each member of your group choose a differ-

ent base to work with. You will use only this base throughout

the remainder of this activity.

a) Using the appropriate part of the table on page 95, con-

struct a table of basic addition facts for the base you have

selected. (For example, if you were working in base ten,

your addition table would contain 100 entries for sums up to

9 + 9.) You may find the appropriate set of Dienes blocks

helpful in constructing your addition table.

116
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+ 1 2 3 4

0-

.-

1

2

4

b) Is the following statement true or false? Why?

If b is any whole number greater than 1', there are

100
base b

entries in the basic addition table (i.e., basic

addition combinations).

2. Select and work the appropriate set of addition and subtraction

examples from those given below. Work each example:

IIIa) Using Dienes blocks;

b) Symbolically, using the addition table you have constructed

above. (Remember that the addition table will provide you

with the subtraction facts you need.)

EXAMPLES

(Select only the set of examples which corresponds to the base

you .have chosen.)

Base Two:

110 110 1001 1010

+ 111 - 11 t 1011 - 1

Base Three:

122 121 1021 1020

+102 - 12 + 1012 - 2

117



Base Four:

312 331 3031 3320

+ 221 - 22 + 1203 - 3

Base Five:

423 431 4032 4320

+ 222 - 23 + 1303 - 4

3. The difficulty which you had in adding in another base may give

you dome insight into the difficulties that children have ir

learning how to add. Discuss some of these difficulties.

118
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ACTIVITY 19

OSOME TRANSITIONAL ALGORITHMS

FOCUS:

SomeNchildren find it helpful to use a transitional or "helping"

algorithm before proceeding to the standard algorithm. This activity

will acquaint you with these transitional algorithms. This activity

will provide an opportumity_for_you_to sequence some examples in

order of difficulty.

DISCUSSION:

In the development of algorithms one Must be careful not to introduce

too much formalism too early. Children should be allowed to think

and explore ways of finding computational answers before the algo-.

rithm is fixed. On the other hand, transitional or alternate a gc").1-7---.-----/

. rithms must not be taught for mastery lest the child become confused

Illfith too many algorithms. Thus a balance between .encouraging diver-

gent thinking and causing confusion must be effected.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Study the four transitional algorithms used by the children to

perform the computation 46 + 35.

Lucy Jim Carol Nancy

46.-40+6 46
35

-70+II 11

=81
8 1

46 46
35 35
51 %
30
51 Br

97 -
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a) Explain and discuss each algorithm.

-b) List some other transitional algorithms for addition.

c) Choo.se one of the transitional algorithms And discuss how

one might use it as a bridge from basic facts to the stan-

dard algdrithm.

2. Study the four transitional algotithms used by the children to

perform the computation 7?

Michele Nancy -Jose George

'rj72 = 6o +12 72 12. Pia

39 = 30 -I- 9 -39 -3q -361
3o,+ 3 I-2 63 7

= 33 -9 -3o 40
33 -05 33

a) Explain and discuss each ,algorithm. In particular, what

was George's' thinking pattern?

b). Choose one of the transitional algorithms and discuss how it

might be used as a bridge from the basic facts to the stan-

dard subtraction algorithm.

3. There are three addition examples and three subtraction examples

shown on the followiing page.

a) Order the addition examples from easiest to hardest.

b) Give the reason whY the harder and hardest addition examples

are more difficult than the easiest.

c) Do as in (a) and (b) for subtraction.

A

120
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Addition: 4

. 38 32 83

+24 + 51 +49

Subtraction:

78 72 74

- 40 - 47 - 22
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ACTIVITY 20

WRITING LESS9NS FOR ADDITION AND SUBTRACTIOkALGORITHMS

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity tO plan and write an

actiVity related to addition or,subtraction algorithm development.--

After everyone has written an activity you will be able to share

ldeas related to lesson developmen;.: with yoOr classmates.

MATERIALS:

Elementary mathematics.textbook series, teaching aids as needed.

DISCUSSION: .

A previous activity Tocused on usinj materials to introduce the addi-

t'ion'and subtraction algorithMs.
While materials should play an im-

oi

portant role in your teaaing, they should be incorporated into an

overall activity plan. Khowing where you are going ahd what learriin

iyou want the pupils to acquire s most essential to developing an

activity.' The goal of an instráctional activity is often st4ed in

terms of a'behavior or objective for the pupil to attain. In plan-

ning a lesson it is important not only to have a specific objective,

but to see hoWthat objective fits into a sequence of learning exper-

iences and to consider what:type of development is needed to.attain

the objective. One must consider what the pupil knows, what can be

built upon, and how this activity will help the future development of

the child.,

DIRECTIONS: -

Each group should consist of two or'Tour members. Study the objec-
,

el
tives listed on page 102 an have each perion choose one objective.

(For a group of two choos ohe objective for addition and one for
.,,

subtraction.)

1 oo 122 , 4a,



6,

Each person will be responsible for preparing an activity appropriate

- for children. This activity should be aimed at helping children

III attain,the stated objective. The use of cartoons,'pictures,.and any

other form of mottvational material is encouraged. Remember the
.,

value for children Of relating the real world and matheMatics. Be

sure to develop your objective by using real-world referents. You

may work in pairs, helping and advis? each other,' or you may_work
_

alone. Be sure to have your partner review your activity.

Prepare your activity on overhead transparencies and be ready to pre-

sent them at ,the next class meetipg. Note questions that you have

raised while preparing your activity and ask them in the seminar in

which the trinsparencies are shown.

p.
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OBJECTIVES

A sequence of objectives (learn-

ing outcomes) for developing the

addition algorithms.

1. The pupil will be able to

find the sums for all com-

binations through 9 + 9.

2. The pupil will be able to

find the sum-in examples

such as 30 + 60.

3. The pupil will Ili able,to

add with two-digit numbers

uslng concrete P-d pictorial

forms (without regrouping).

4. The pupil will be able to

add with two-digit numbers

using paper-land-pencil forms

(without renaming).

, . As for 3, with one regroup-

ing.

6. As for 4, with one renaming.

7. The pupil will be able to

add with three- (or more)

digit numbers using paper-

and-pencil forms (one or

more renamings).

1111,
A,sequence of objectives (learn-

ing outcomes) for developing the .

subtraction algorithms.

1. The pupil will be able to'

find the differences for all\

'subtraction facts up to sums

of 19..

2. The pupil will be able to '

find the difference 4 ex-

amples such as 90 - 30.

3. The pupil will be able to

subtract with two-digit num-

bers using concrete and pic-

torial forms (without re-
.

grouping).

4. The pupil will be able to 11111

subtract with two-digit num-

bers using paper-and-pencil

forms (wifhout renaming)."

5. As for 3, with one regroup-

ing.

6. As fbr 4, with one renaming.

7. The pupil will be able to

'subtract with three- (or

more) digit numbers using

palier-and-pencil forms (one

or more renamings).

102
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ACTIVITY 21

SEMINAR

FOCUS:

In this seminar you will present and discuss the teaching activities

you have developed.. This will allow you to ask questions about addi-

tion and subtraction that have occurred to you.

DIRECTIONS:

Various groups will present their activities. The different stages

in the development of algorithms, particularly the role of concrete

materials and transitional algorithms,-should be discussed during the

seminar. Some questions which might be raised during the seminar

follow.

1. What is the.role of tranittional algorithms in teaching addition

11111

and subtraction?

2. Outline a sequence of algorithm development starting with the

basic facts and proceeding to an example like 4563 + 8758 or

7324 - 5075..

3. What role does the use of real-world referents have in the

teachin§ of algorithms?

4. Bill is a student who does not know his basic number facts. As

a teacher would you feel he must learn these facts before pro-

ceeding to learn some algorithms or would you provide a chart

of basic facts and proceed to teach Bill the algorithms?

5. What could be the role o story problems in developing algo-

rithms, or vice versa?

103
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ACTIVITY 22

DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDIATION: ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION ALGORITHMS 11111

FOCUS:

In thliattivity' you will have an opportunity to diagnose pupil

errors and make-S-Uggestions for remediation,AyBe sure to share ideas

and listen to others in doing this activityf'

DISCUSSION:

Diagnosis aneremediation are two tasks which are basic to,good

teaching. Identifying errors i$ not a difficult task. Determining

the cause of these errors and suggesting sound techniques for reme-

dtation take more insight. Assigning 15 more subtraction examples to

a student who makes subtraction errors is not an appropriate remedy.

Analysis of the prerequisite-skills and concepts provides a framework

for diagnosingthe.tause of such errors. Using the fact that under-

standing often develops in proceeding froM concrete or pictorial mo

els to the symbolic form may suggest the types of activity that woul

be helpful to a pupil needing remediation. Use what you have learned

about appropriate sequencing of
learning experiences, the use of'

materials, and other ideas developed in this unit to help you diag-

nose the pupil errors and suggest appropriate activities for remedia-

tion.

1DIRECTIONS:

1. For each pupil

2. Identify the e

ing examples E

3. Briefly descri

replace the chi

procedure. Sp

this.

page locate the error(s) by circling or checking.

tor pattern exemplified by the child by complet-

and F as the chtld would do them.

e one instructional activity which would help

ld's error pattern with a correct computational

ce has been left on each pupil page for you to do

104



After completing all the pupil pages, read pages 110-112, "An

Analysis of Computational Errors with the Decomposition Algo-

rithm at the Time of Initial Learning of the Subtraction Algo-

rithm" and discuss each of the error categories with your group

or your instructor.
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PUPIL PAGE A

Name:

A' 31 B. 384 c. 632 D. 243
14 238
2.3 I 5* *55 243

E.

1)-(0

F.

Suggested Instructional Activity:

128
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PUPIL PAGE B

Pame: a:6UL
8 5 10

A. N5k B. siR C. jik D.

- 43 -.23 -1±8_
147 15/ 321 Gla

E. a73 F. 4a85-

--___IE 63

III/uggested Instructional Activity:

107
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A.

PUPIL PAGE C

Name: 11/1,11(Q._ III
08 B.- '1-1-(0

c. D. 8b

513 I1O 118

E. 4.3

Suggested Instructional Activity:

F. 75

13o
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PUPIL PAGE D

Name: IDCMAA01/4,

A. B. C. D.

- 30 141 3 03 405
lo o 305 3oa

E. (026 F. )15

4-ca 0

Illiuggested Instructional-Activity:

109131



AN ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATIONAL ERRORS WITH THE DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM

AT THE TIME OF INITIAL LEARNING OF THE SUBTRACTION ALGORITHM 11111

The table shown on page 112 is constructed from data collected from

101 third-grade pupils on a test of two-digit* subtraction. The ten

items of the test are shown in the first column of the table. Ottwr.,

columns in the table show the number of errors which occurred in

various categories for each of these items. A brief description of

the various categories of errors follows below:

1. Fact Errors

These errors resulted from incorrect responses to the baic

facts of subtraction. For example, in 44 the pupil respond-

ed incorrectly to 14 - 5. - 25

18

2. Renaming

Renaming ,errors resulted from inability to understand the pro-
. _

cess of renaming a number; e.g., 45 = 30 + 15. These errors

occurred in several different ways:

14

a) 3 In this case, the pupil renamed 1 ten as 10 ones and

- 16 correctly formed 14 ones but did not transform 3

28 tens to 2 tens. In effect he wrote 34 = 30 + 14.

2 10
114 In this case, the pupil renamed 1 ten as 10 ones but

- 16 did not combine the 10 ones wilh the 4 ones. In

28 effect he wrote 34 = 20 + 10:

4 lb
'$k In this case, the student renamed when it was not

- 33 necessary. His renaming 56 = 40 + 16 was correct,

13 but he did not proceed to subtract the ones correct-

ly.

d) 4litt In this case, the pupil transformed 1 ten but did

- 34 not rename it as 10. ones. In effect he wrote

34 72 = 60 + 2.

na 132



3. Reversals

Reversal errors occurred when pupils reversed the order of sub-

traction for the uhits digits while maintaining the correct

order for the tens digits. This could have resulted from ina-

bility to appreciate the importance of ordekr in subtraction

,(they may even have felt subtraction was commutative), inability

to recognize the need for renaming, or inability to carry out

renaming. It may even have been caused by a combination of all

three. Again the errors occurred in several ways.

a) 72 This is the general case and is likely to occur

- 34 wherever renaming is necessary.

42

60 Some pupils only reversed when a zero occurred. A

- 15 few pupils reversed in every case where renaming was

55 necessary except the zero case.

111
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TABLE SHOWING COMPUTATIONAL ERRORS WITNTHE DECOMPOSITION AL6ORITHM

.
//AT THE.TIME OF INITIAL LEARNING OF THE SUBTRACTION,ALGORITHM* 11111

(Number of Pupils = 101)

Examples
Total
Errors

Fact

Errors
Procedural Errors

Renaming Reversal
Miscel-
laneous

Not
Complete

1. 83

- 78

28

23

,

22

22

20

15

12

6

21

7

3

4

14

6

6

6

2

1

3

12

1

0

4

3

5

4

6

5

6

8

18

17

3 ,

9

6

0

0 .

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

.

%

'0

3

0

1

1

. 0

1

1

1

1

. 1

0

2' 51
- 27

3. 60

- 15

4. 80
- 39

5' 76
- 58

6. 72

- 34

7. 44
- 25

8. 34

- 16

9. 67

)

10. 56

- 33

*Paul R. Trgfton, "The Effects of Two Initial InstruCtional Sequences

on the Learning of the Subtraction Algorithm in Grade Three," (Ph.D.

dissertation, Umiversity of, Michigan, 1970), pp. 126427.
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ACTIVITY 23

1110AME TIME

FOCUS:

In this activity you will stuaycsome games and prepare game activi-

ties designed to motivate children's understanding of computational

algorithms and number properties.

MATERIALS:

(Listed for each game.)

DISCUSSION:

The use of games can provide a strong motivational force foren-

cour ging children to build skill in computatione Games or puzzles

can also be used to heighten children's understanding of the basis

for the algorithms or properties of operations. This activity pre-

e ts two examples of such games. Following the games is an optional

se tion on the mini-computer, including discussion and references.

113
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GAME 1

"Pick the Cards"

The following game can be played in a'group of three td four.

MATERIALS:

1. Deck of ten cards: 0

2. Worksheet shown below.

EXAMPLES

9

Eno DEM EEO
+MEI +DEE OM
MEI DM LAO

-DM -DOD -DEIE1

DIRECTIONS:

1. Decide which of the games is to be played:

a) Greatest-sum

b) Least sum

c) Gt)eatest difference

d) Least difference z

2. One person acts as leader. The deck is shuffled and the cardi

placed face down.

3. The leader draws a card, identifies the nuMber, and all players

write the number in any box of the first worksheet example.

Once a box is filled the player cannot change it. The cdrd is

not replaced in the decko

114
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,

4. .The second card iS chosen, the'number identified and all play4rs

11111

write the number in any remaining boxes of thepfirst worksheet.

example:

c .

5. One tard is -1drawn for.each box..

6. After all boxes are filled (six, in the examples shown), compute

the,answer according to the game yoU havethosen.

7. You can also play two games at once (e.g., games a and b)

by using two example boxes and recording each number once in.

each example box.

Note: Similar games could be made up for multiplication.

QUESTIONS

1. Discuss any helpful strategies you may have found.

2. What important values does such a game have for children?

MATERIALS:

Scissors, tape.

DIRECTIONS:

GAME 2

"Match the Squares"

The square on page 117 has been divided irito four smaller squares.

On each of the four edges of each square a sum or difference has been

written. Cut out the four smaller squares and rearrange them so that

the edges with matching sums or differences touch. Then tape'the

squares together. Turn over when you finish to check Your results.

Write a similar activity for children.
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MATERIALS:

Van-44Ade2, J. and Leaky, J. "A Two-Dimensionat Abaca47-the Papy

Mini-Computek," Atithmetic Teachet (Octobek, 1972)! pp. 445-451.

Whitney, H "A Mini-Compute& gok Pkimaty Schoots," Mathematics

Teaching, LIT (Autumn, 1970), Pp. 4-7.

DISCUSSION:

The mini-compute& is'not a game; it 44 an aid designed to hetp chit-

dun undertztand ptace vatue and to pek6oAm computhions using 4

papet-and-pencit computek. Many.o6 you witt enjoy studying and usim

this computek.

The,Papy mini-computet WOA 6iA4t ptesented in the United States

in 1970 by Madame addAique Papy. At that time she demonstkated its

use with a numbet cta44e4 o chitdken. Since ihen the Papy mini-

This activity witt give you an oppoAtunity to'con4tAuet and wank

comPutek has been used by many ctasses with 4aseinating tesu,tz.

a Papy computet. A second minicomputet has been devetoped by

Hozstert. Whitney. An attic& on Whitney's mini-computet Az suggested

so that you can compake it With the Papy mini-computek.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Read the attic& by Van Aksdet and Les(zy.- Using the atticte 44

a guide, constkuct yowl. own Papy mini-computek.

2. Use yout mini-computet to wotk the Ottowing examptes:

a) 376 + 289

b) 533 - 278

3. Read the anticte by Whitney and compake the two mini-compu,teitz

by wkiting b&Le ansulem to the Ottowing questions. How ake

they atike? How ake they 1iti6ekent? Which one woutd you Wm-

Ife& to u4e. with a case Why?
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ACTIVITY 24

ONSTANDARD ALGORITHMS

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to work and explain

s examples using nonstandard algorithms for addition and subtrac-

tion.

DISCUSSION:

Sometimes children think of different algorithms for performing addi-

tion and subtraction. While they may not think of the algorithms

presented for you in this activity, perhaps you will enjoy working

through these and will encourage children to make up their own.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Working in groups of three, each person should select one of the

three algorithms given on pages 120-121 of this unit. Make sure

each algorithm is chosen by someone in the group.

Read the discussion of the algorithm you have selected, use the

algorithm to work the three examples proOded, and answer any

other questions associated with the algorithm. EaCh member of

the group should then present the algorithm he (she) has select-

ed to the other members in the group. The presentation should

include an explanation of how the algorithm is performed, the

relation of the algorithm to the standard algorithm, and an

explanation of why it works.

2. Discuss: A pupil in your fifth-grade class is subtracting using

a nonstandard algorithm. What would you do?

1191 4 1



I. Lattice Method (Addition)

A. How It Works:

6 8

Amor

1. Original problem: 368 + 895.

Each addend is written as

usual.

2. Add:

5 + 8 = 13

9 + 6 = 15

3 + 8 = 11

Notice how each two-digit

numeral (for example, 13) is

written.

3. Beginning at the lower right-

hand corner, add the number in

each diagonal channel and re-

cord the,sums as ihown:

(5 1/3

sums: 6 3

4. The sum is 1263.

B. Questions:

1. Work the following examples using the lattice method.

87 999 2638

+ 468 + 899 1784

5386

2. How is this algorithm similar to the standard algo-

rithm? How is it different?

3. Give a mathematical explanation of why it works.

112
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I . "Balancing" Method (Addition)

11110 A. How It Works:

-

A child solves the problem 209 + 357 by thinking... "I'm

,going to subtract 9 from 209 and add it to 357. My exam-

ple then becomes 200 + 366 = 566."

B. Questions:

1. Work the following examples using the above method.

396 482 69

+ 315 + 304 + 35

2. How is this algorithm similar to the standard algo-

rithm? How is it different? Does the above algorithm

have any limitatiohs?

3. Could this be used for subtraction? How? Work an ex-

ample.

4. Give a mathematical explanation of why it works.

Austrian Method (Subtraction)

A. How It Works:

67 1. In the example 67 - 39, 7 -

- 39 is not a whole number.

2. Increase 67 by 10, adding the

67 ten to the units. Increase 39

- X9 by 10, adding the ten to the

tens place.

6/7 3. Perform the subtraction as

19

28

B. Questions:

shown.

1. Work the following examples using the above method.

436 3007 8382

- 89 - 1782 - 947

121
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2. How is the algorithm similar to the standard algorithm?

How is it different?

3. Give a mathematical explanation of why it works.

TEACHER TEASER

Three men registered at a hotel, paying ten

dollars each,for their room. The clerk, later

realizing that the three rooms constituted a

suite for which the charge was only twenty-five

dollars, gave five dollars to the bellhop to

. refund to the guests. Since five dollars is

not evenly divisible by three, as well as for

other less subtle reasons, the bellhop kelft

two dollars for himself and returned only

three dollars as a refund. On his way back he

calculated as follows, "They each parid ten dol-

lars making thirty dollars in all. I returned three dollars,

or one dollar to each of them, so that they each really paid

nine. Now three times, nine is twenty-seven and two dollars 1

kept, making twenty-nine. Where is the thirtieth dollar?"

Explain the bellhop's dilemma.
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ACTIVITY 25

PEN-ENDED" PROBLEMS

FOCUS:

In thts activity you will have a chance to discuss certain open-ended

problems and their value for children.

MATERIALS:

Several sets of elementary mathematics textbooks (grades 3 through.

6).

DISCUSSION:

One of the aims of elementary mathematics is to foster creativity fn

the child. Mathematics educators have suggested that certain "open-

ended" problems may be one way of helping to achieve this. While

"open-ended problem" has many interpretations, two simple examples

llow.which may give you a suggestion of the types of problems that

you could use with children. In general, an "open-ended" problem is

_
In__fil_a___there_slay= be_

several answers.

IM
HAVE A

QUARTER. MAT
ARE 5oME
PIFFERENT WAYS

coutz, speNp
a AT THE CANN
4)ToRE?
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MAILGRAM
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIH

Mom and gad, plane will

arrive at 7:25 p.m. Can

you meet me?

Jerry

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Drive to Airport 45 minutes

Park Car 10 minutes

Walk to Terminal 15 minutes

Jerry's parents plan to meet the plane. When should they leave?

DIRECTIONS:

(Do (1) and (2) as a homework assignment, (3) as a group discussion

.1. Choose a textbook at a grade level (grades 3 - 6) of your own

choosing. Study the verbal addition and subtraction problems in

the text:. Are any of the problems "open-ended"? List three

typical addition and subtraction problems.
. .

2. Write two open-ended problems which involve addition or sub-
,

traction or both. You may be able tdtadapt one of the problems

you found in the text series. Provide solutions for the two

problems you have constructed.

3. In your grottos, discuss the characteristics of an open-ended

problem by comparing your open-ended problems with those found

in the text series. Share some of the open-ended problems you

have constructed with other members of your group.

4. Working as a group, choose one of the problems written in the

group. Formulate a Plan to teach the problem.to the class. The

class members will pretend to be students at the level of the

124
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problem--fifth grade, college, etc. The lesson should present

the problem in such a way as to elicit various methods of solv-

ing the problem.

g

TEACHER TEASER

Mr. Smith has 3 pails. One holds 5

quarts, one 3 quarts, and one 8'

quarts. The 8-quart pail is filled

\\ with milk. With the help of the 5-

\\
quart pail and the 3-quart pail, he

ivided the milk up into equal parts.

HoW,did he do it? (Have you got a

minfinum nuMber of steps?)
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ACTIVITY 26

TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING PROBLEM SOLVING

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to consider some tech-

niques which can be used by a teacher to help children learn to solve

problems.

MATERIALS:

Several elementary mathematics textbook series. 4

DISCUSSION:

Problem solving is perhaps the Most -important and yet most difficult

area of,teaching elementary school mathematics. . A "best technique
,

has not been found for teaching problem solving, but seVeral useful

teaching techniques will be presented in this activity. Some of

111/1
these techniques are illustrated in the pupil pages which folloW.k. ,

others are described in an article by Alan Riedesel.*

DIRECTIONS: ;

1. In each of the three pupil pages shown on pages 127-129 a dif-

ferent technique is used to present problem solving: Work out

each problem as directed and analyze and describe the technique

used.

2. Look through several textbook series and outline the problem-

solving strategies used in the text. To share the work each

member of a group of four may summarize the strategy of one

series and describe it to the group. Be sure to record all the

summaries.

*Riedesel, C. Alan. "Problem Solving: Some Suggestions from Re-

search," Arithmetic Teacher (January, 1969), pp. 54755.
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For each problem:

PUPIL PAGE A

Name:

a) Read the question.

b). Look at the information given.
4 4

c) Cross out the informition you do not need.

d) Solve the problem.

1. How much did Dennis grow? 2.

1.
Height Last Year: 472- in.

How many more points than

Hank did Tom score in the

game?

Hank: 8 points

Height This'Year: 49 in. Pete: 14 points

Weight : 84 lbs. Tom : 21 points

Answer . Answer

127
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. PUPIL PAGE 8

Name:

In each problem one number or both numbers are missing. Choose a

number for each box. Then solve the problem.

-

.
!)

,

1. In your class there are 2. A book has 150 pages. , You

0 boys and El girls. .
have rdad 0 pages. How

Are tbere more boys or many more pages are'left

girls? to read?

'How many more?

3. -In her bank Vicky has 3

quarters and dimes.

How much money is in

her barik?

gill4. You have $1.00 and' spend .

for a game. How'much money

do you-have left?

150

128



Nme
Free

Throws

Paul 28

Peter 4p

Wally 34

Wilbur p

PUPIL PAGE C

Name:

GOAL.:
50 FREE.
Trigovi5

Make up a problem to fit each sentence.

1. 40 - 37 = n

O. 40 + 28 = n

3. 50 - 34 = n

4. (37 + 34) - (40 + 28) = n

151
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ACTIVITY .27

SEMINAR

In this actiVity you will have'in opportunity to review and discuss

some aspects of the teaching and learning, of addition and subtrac-

tion.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Spend approximately ten minutes in a group preparing some ques-

tions for class discussion. Your/instructor may ask you to list,

the questions on the board or pre'sent them on cards.

2. If time permits discuss some.of the following questions.

a) What is the significance of:the model shown below in teach-

ing'addition and subtraction?

------- Real-world Problem

Concrete Aids Mathematical

of. Diagrams Symbols

r
b) What is meant py the "getting ready to memorize" stage in

the instructional development of the basic facts? What are

some activities which might foster growth in that stagia?*

c) What -are the prperties that hold for addition of whble num-
I

bers? For subtraction? How can these properties be used

in the teaching of addition and subtraction to young chil-

dren?

d) What role do tran it[ ional algorithms have in the teaching of

addition and subtr cition 0 whole numbers?

130
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e) How can problem-solv.ing skills and computational skills be

taught concurrently?

3. The handheld calculator is becoming popular. What effect do you,

think the calculator will-have on the teaching of addition and

subtraction? Lis.pi some ways in which the calculator might be

helpful; some wa341 it might be harmful.

sTEACHER TEASER

Two Watbes That Need Adjusting

Charley and Sam were to meet at the rail-

road station to make the 8 o'clock train.

Charley thinks his watch is 25 minutes 1ast

while in fact it is.10..minutes slow. Sa

thinks his watch is 10 minutes slow, while

in reality it has gained 5 minutes. Now, what is going to hap-

pen if both, relying on their timepieces, try to be at the

\station 5 minutes before the train leaves?-

131
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APPENDIX A

ERVIEW
OF CUISENAIRE RODS

(Following the descriptive overview is a worksheet with activities

which you might use for some guided experimentation with the rods.)

_The Cuisenaire materials were in-

vented by George Cuisenaire, a

school teacher in Belgium report-

edly to help his own children learn

mathematics. Chief exponent of the

method has been Caleb Gattegno, a

University of London professor of

mathematics and eminent psycholo-

gist, who has demonstrated the ma-

terials in many countries, includ-

ing Canada and the United States.0 Cuisenaire-Gattegno materials consist of a set of rods that com-

bine color and len9th to ,embody algebraic principles and number rela-

tionships. Each of the rods is one square centimeter in cross sec-

tion and they vary in length from one to ten centimeters. The color,

which indicates the rod's leggth", ts based on a scheme worked out

during years of experimentation. There is i blue-green family

(light green, dark green, blue) whose lengths are in the ratio 3:6:9

compared with unity; a red family (red, purple, brown) whose lengths

are in the ratio 2:4:8 compared with unity; a yellow family (yellow,

orange) whose lengths are ih the ratio 5:10 compared with unity; a

black rod (7) and the white cube (1).

The rods are designed to give children the opportunity to develop

mathematical.concepts such as addition, by letting them observe and

discover the essential mathematical relationships. Gattegno suggests

four stages for children worlying with the rods:
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1) Creative construction and independent exploration

In this free play situation the child can construct a variety

objects from his environment including buildings, cars, people,

staircases, etc. The purpose here is to allow the child to be-

come familiar with the rods and to 'make discoveries which are

meaningful to him. The amount of time given over to this stage

will vary with the grade level and with the amount of previous

experience.

2) Independent exploration and dieected activities without written

notatidn

During this stage children willbecome familiar with rod struc-

tures which are essential for developing mathematical relation-

ships at a later stage. For example, "trains" (rods placed end

to end) are constructed; this idea is essential for addition.

3) Introduction of written signs and symbols

During this stage the pupils record their discoveries in terms

of color only. For example, Red + White = Green. This indi-

cates that a train consisting of a red rod and a white rod is

equivalent in length to a light green rod. Gattegno describes .

this as the "algebra" stage.

4) Assigning number values to the rods

In dealing with whole numbers it is usual to assign 1 ,to the

white rod--the other colored rods then take values from 2

through 10 according to their length relationship with the white

rod. In later work with fractions, other roas will be assigned
1

the value 1. For example, if red is 1, white is T.

The annotated references on the following page provide a fuller

description of the rods and also suggest further activities for using

the rods in the elementary school.
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Davidson, Jessica. Using_the Cuisenaire Rods'--A Photo-Text Guide for

111/0

Teachers. New Rochelle, New York: Cuisenaire Company of

America, 1969.

The book provides the ground rules for using the rods and an ex-

planation of how they can be used to eXplain mathematical con-

cepts. While the book does not provide lesson plans or activi-

ties that can be directly used in the classroom these are

implied in many of the suggestions.

Davidson, PatriCia. Student Activity Cards for Cuisenaire Rods. New

Rochelle, New York: Cuisenaire Company of America, 1971.

Activity cards are presented for a variety of arithmetical

topic.s_such as whole numbers, fractions and geometry. The first

set of activities is designed to introduce children to the rods.

Kunz, John. Modern Mathematics Made Meaningful. New Rochelle, New

York: Cuisenaire Company of America, 1970.

The book provides explanations on how the rods can be used to

'explain a variety of mathematical concepts. Useful suggestions

for using the rodsmith children are also presented. This book

, is essentially written for teachers and parents.
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CUISENARIE RODS WORKSHEET

1. Construct a staircase using each color once and only once and

identical staircase made entirely of white rods. How many white

rods are equivalent in length to:

a) a light green rod?

b) a black rod?

c) a blue rod?

Find a rod whiCh is three times the length of the red rod.

Name two other pairs of rods for which one rod is three times

the length of the other.

2. The following code is used to identify the rods:

W White DG Dark Green

R Red Bk Black

LG Light Green Br Brown

P Purple Bl Blue

Y Yellow 0 Orange

When working with whole numbers it is most convenient to use t

white rod as the unit. Given that W = 1, complete the follow-

ing:

DG

Bk

LG = Br .

P = Bl

Y = .

Keep this table for future reference. It may be helpful to con-

struct a colored diagram with the appropriate numerals attached,.

3. Put a Y rod and a LG rod end to end as shown on the following

page. This is called a train consisting of a Y rod and a LG

rod. Trains provide the model for addition using the rods.
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LG

Find a single rod equivalent in length to this train. The re-

sult is indicated as Y + LG = Br. Numerically this represents

5 + 3 7. 8.

LG

Find the following by making a train and then'finding rod(s)

equivalent to the train:

. 4 + 1 and 1 + 4

6 + 4 and 4 + 6
,

4. What pattern did you notice when each pair was reversed? What

do we call this property?

11111

State another property of addition of whole numbers. Try to

exemplify it using the rods.

6. Referring to (3), describe a model for subtraction using the

rods. Illustrate for the case 8 - 5 = 3. How do the rods il-

lustrate the inVerse property of addition and subtraction?

7. Solve the following number sentences using the rods:

4 +0 = 7

II 4-1 3

8. Construct all the different trains which are as long as the

yellow rod. Write down all the addition and subtractionfacts

involving the number 5. Itairwould activitiessuch as this help

children learn basic addition and subtraction facts?
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92 Construct a real-world problem in-addition and anothdr in sub-

,
traction for which the rods provide an ideal means of solutio

Present solutions to each of your problems using the rods.

i0. How does the approach to addition and subtraction using the rods

differ from the set approach?
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APPENDIX B

..PROPERTIES

OF NUMBER SYSTEMS

DISCUSSION: ,

The properties of number systems are associated wi h the words:

closure identity

commutative ( inv

associative stributive

The different ways that these .properties are used in teaching,

learning, and doing mathematics loosely correspond to different

stages in their historical evolution. .

The concepts of the coUnting numbers, such as 1, 2, 3 and so on,

arose naturally in the life of primitive humans. One would even have

to imagine that the primitive hunter knew that killing one beast and
-,,

then two more would,yield the same amount of meat as killing two and

IIIILen one more. It seems most doubtful, however,,that the concept of

utativity was,formally understood. Wouldn't you also guess that :

the hunter knew that if-he killed no more, he had no more? We do

know on the other hand that the formal idea of zero (or additive

identity) was a long time coming.

As number systems have become more developed and more sophisti-

cited, more properties have bqen observed and more have been needed.

Typically, a property is observed to be true for one s of numbers
.4

and then it is used as a part Of the definition of a new isually

larger) set of numbers.

In learning basiclacts such as 2 = 5 or 2 x 3 = 6, children

can observe the commutativity of + 4;06 x . The facts that

a +b= +aandaxb=bxa cut the number of basic facts to be

learned exactly in half. Whenever a child adds 2 + 34 4; he must

use some form Of the associative law. Usually the child will add 2

and 3 and then 4, or 3 and 4 and then 2. In this case, the child is

using the fact that (a + b) + c = a + (b + c), even though a teacher
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might.feel that making a point of the associatikpperty would onl.i

confuse the child.

Another way.th basiC properties are useful is in explaining

certaid algorithfis mirk the way they do. for example,.the multipli-

cative identity is used to explain why one inverts and multiplies

when dividing fractions. In more advancea number work,and for adult

understandingo many of the rules and formulas that are taught t

children intuitively and by analogy can be explained precisely in"

terms of the basic number properties.

A more sophisticated and probably much more important fact about

the basic number properties is that they aeb the roots from,which

Much of the power of..abtract mathematics grows. Abstract systems .

that are the objects of study in matheMatics are usually defined

using properties that are selections from,'or modifications of, the

'basic number properties. These systems help to uncover many similar-
-04 *

ities in apparently dissimilar situations, thus giving insight into

the structure of phenomena in the uniyerse.

On pages 144-147 we list each,of thersix basic number proPerties'

and provide:

a) a generarstatement of the property,
.

b) examples tb,conyey themeaning of the prbperty.,

c) a statement of iAthen it does and does not held.

.In this material we refer to four important sets of numbers: .

whole,dumbers, integers, rational num...es, and neal numbers. 7

The whole numbers (sometimes called the nonnegative integers)

are the numbers 04, 1, 2, 151, ... 1795... A

The integers consist of the whole numbets togethee with their

hegatives, -71, ... -1g, ..- -3, 0,,1, 2, 3, ...

The rational numbers include the.integecs, and they are the num-
. a

bers which can be represented by the symbols .g-'where a and b

-1 -1 291 .

are integers,(h # 0. -7-6-- , , 0, 3, are all rational numbers.

Ratiopal numbers can also be repres,ented by repeating, arill terminating

decimals.
CA
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a

,

03
Real nutbers are somewhat more difficult to characterize. The

1 numbers include the rational numbers, which can be represented

by repeating or terminating decimals, and the irrational numbers,

which can be represented by nonrepeating, nonterminating decimals.
,

Examples of real numbers are -/Tr, -3, -IT, 0, 7, 1/176.
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1. 'The Closure Property

a)\ This property has to be defined for a specific operation

a specific set lumbers. A set is closed under an opera-

tion if, whenever two numbers'in the set are combined by the

operation, a number in the sei results.

b) The whole numbers are closed under + since the suM of any

two whole numbers is a.whole number. The whole numbers are

not closed under 4.1since 2 3 is not a whi;,0 number even

though 2 and 3 are

c)
,

+ -
I x

I ,.

Whole numbers Yes No Yes
i

No

Iniegers 'Yes
.

Yes Yes .1kio

Rational numberis
,

Yes Yes Yes' / Yes*

Real numbers , Yes Yes Yes/ Yes

The above table indicates which sets of numbers are closed

t- under which operations.

2. The Commutative Property*

a) a + b = b + a (ommutative property or addition)

axb=bxa (Commutative property or multiplication)

b) 7 + 16 = 23 = 16 7

39 x 751 = 29,289 = 751 x 39

-2 , 3 -1 = 3 +
,-2%

3-1-
=

3 x (-2) = -6 = (2) x 3

/

*Actu lly, the rational nuMbers excluding 0 are clo ed under +.

**The properties from 2.on Ore generally diScussed cily for + and x I

since and can be defineil in terms of + and x and heir invers
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3.

1

c) The comm ative property holds for addition and multiplica-

tion on all ets of real numbers. The commutative property

does not hold or subtraction or division except in very

special cases.

The Associative Property

a) (a + b) + c = a + (b + c)

(a x b) x c x (b x c)

b) (21 + 3) + 7 = 24 + 7 = 31

21 + (3 + 7) = 21 + 10 = 31

(-3 x 2) x 5 = -6 x 5 = -30

(-3) x (2 x 5) = -3 x 10 = -30

c) Addition and multiplication are associative on all sets of
.

numbers. (Subtraction and division are not'associative on

any sets of numbers that are of interest to us.)

4. The Identity Property

a) 0 +a=a+ 0 =a for eaoh.a

1110 (0 is called the additive identity)

1 x a =ia x I = a for each a

(I is called the multiplicative identity)

b) 0 + 2391 = 2391 + 0 = 2391

3 3 3, x 4- - 4- x , = 4-

c) 0 acts as additive identity for any set of numbers that con,-

tains 0, and 1 acts as multiplicative identity for any set

'of numbers that contains I.

5., The Inverse Property

a) This property Must be discussed relative to'a set. A set is

said to have the additive inverse property if for each a

in'the set, there is a b in the set so that

a + b= b + a = 0. The multiplicative inverse property,
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-
requires that,'for each a (# 0) in the set, there is a b

in the set so that a i'b = b x a = 1.

b) Pie integers have the additive inverse property, e.g.,

3 4- (-3) = (-3) +
3\= 0, (-71) + 71 = 71 + (-71) = 0. The

integers do not h4ve the multiplicative inverse property

since 3 x b = 1 cannot happen if b is an integer. The

rational numbers do, however, have the multiplicative

inverse property since, if b is a nonzero rational number,

1
1 1

.5- is a rational number and b x x b = 1.

c)

Additive
Inverse Property

Multiplicative
Inverse Property

Whole numbers No No

Integers Yes No

Rational numbers Yes Ye

Real numbers Yes Yes

6. The Distributive Property

a) a x (b + C) = (a x b) + (a x c)

b) 7 x (5 + -3) = (7 x 5) + (7 x (-3))

= 35 + (-21)

= 14

c) The distributive property holds on any set that is closed

under + and x.

7. Summary Table

The table on the following page summarizes the applicability of

the six basic number properties to the four number systems we

have studied.
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=
0

4-)

4-)

4-)
=

4-)

4-)I
-17- 0

4-) +
> S..

W
4-) >7 0

X
S-

4-) 4-
t/1 0

Whole numbers Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Integers Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Rational numbers Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Real numbers Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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REQUIRED MATERIALS

ACTIVITY

,

AUDIO-VISUAL AND MANIPULATIVE AIDS READINGS

__

Slide-tape: "Addition and Subtrac-

tion in the Elementary School,"
cassette recorder and projector.

(Optional) .

2

,

Several first-grade textbooks
(one or two per gebup of four

students).

Acetate transparencies, felt tip-
ped pens, overhead projector,
kindergarten and first-grade text-

books.

Payne, Joseph N., ed. Mathematics Learning in

Early Childhood. NCTM Thirty-seventh Yearbook.

Reston, Va.:. NCTM, 1975. (Optional)
.

4

Elementary school textbooks (grades

1 and 2), including teachers' edi-

tions; counters, bundling,sticks,
or other set aids; Cuisenaire rods

(optional).

.

7

Weaver, J. Fred. "Some Factors Associated with

Pupils' Performance Level on Simple Open Addi-

tion and Subtraction Sentences," Arithmetic

Teacher (November, 1971). (Optional)



ACTIVITY AUDIO-VISUAL AND MANIPULATIVE AIDS READINGS

9

,

Elementary mathematics textbooks,
grades K-3, (one series published
in 1960's, one in 1970's).

.

10 Elementary mathematics textbooks,
grades K-6.

,

15
Acetate transparencies, felt tip-
ped pens, overhead projector.
(Optional)

,

17
Bundling -,:icks, Dienes blocks,
abacus.

18
Dienes blocks (one set of base
two, base three, base four and
base five for each group).

'

20

,

Acetate transparencies, felt tip-
ped pens; elementary mathematics
textbook series, teaching aids as
needed.

21 Overhead projector.

.
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ACTIVITY AUDIO-VISUAL AND MANIPULATIVE AIDS
READINGS

23

Deck of ten cards With numerals
0-9, scissors, tape.

Van Arsdel, J. and J. Lesky. "A Two-Dimensional

Abacus--the Papy Mini-Computer," Arithmetic

Teacher (October$ 1972), pp. 445-451.

Optional)

Whitney, H. "A Mini-Computer for Primary
Schools," Mathematics Teaching, LII (Autumn,

1970), pp. 4-7. (Optional)

25
Several sets of elementary mathe-
matics textbooks (grades 3-6).

0

26

e

Several elementary mathematics
textbook series.

Riedesel, C. Alan, "Problem Solving: Some Sug-

gestions from Research," The Arithmetic Teach-

er. (January, 1969), pp. 54-55. (Optional)
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This unit integrates the content and methods components of

the mathematical training of prospectiOe elementary school

teachers. It focuses onan area of mathematics content and on

the methods of teaching that content to children. The format

of the unit promotes a small-group, activity approach to learn-

ing. The titles of other units are Numeiation, Multiplication and

Division, Rational Numbers with Integers and Rea Is, Awareness .

Geometry, Transformational Geometry, Analysis of Shapes,

Measurement, Graphs: ThePicturing ofInfoffnation, Number

Theory, Probability and Statistics, and Experiences in Problem

Solving.
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